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If you’ve never 
" 

made a corset 
before or if you're 

• a professional corset 
■* * * 

maker, you'll find the 
products & information 

you need for your corset 
projects on our website 

farthingalescorsetmaking 
supplies.com 

Be sure to check out the 
“Tips and Tricks" 

A 

section! 

t * • J *> *• » 
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Coutil. Corset Fabrics 

Crin, Crinalin, Net 

Elastic, Carter Findings & Buckles 

Grommets, Eyelets, D-Rings & Rivets 

jP 
Hat Wire & Buckram 

Hooks and Eyes 

s 

Hoopsteel ; Ik 
Lacing Bones > 

Costume Patterns 

German Plastic Bones 
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Spiral Bones, White Steel & Spring Steel Bones 
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YOU SAID IT, 
WE READ IT 

@)supernaturalgrl 
TOTALLY BOUGHT THIS 
©GOTHICS EAUTYMAG JUST 
FOR THE @DANIEL_GRAVES 
INTERVIEW! 

DR. VICKY GILPIN 

@VickyGilpin 

PROBLEM WITH READING 
GOTHICBEAUTYMAG FOR THE 
FIRST OF MANY TIMES: SO 
MANY PRODUCTS. CLOTHES. 
AND MUSIC I WANT. I NEED A 
LORA ZOMBIE PRINT! 

FROM FACEBOOK 

I LOVE EVERYTHING IN 
THE MAGAZINE, U GUYS 
TOTALLY ROCK!!!!!!! 

FROM FACEBOOK FROM FACEBOOK 

— Kimberly Lentz Coffins 

THIS MAGAZINE IS DARK 
LIKEMYUNOEAO GOTHIC 

MANSON IN THERE 

— Raven Sixxx 
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Hubby’s first time 

For the first time ever my 

husband actually read an issue 

of Gothic Beouty from cover 

to cover thanks to the articles 

on Victoria and Vincent Price, 

Robert Rodriguez, and Vottaire, 

Of course, I always read cover 

to cover three or four times and 

refer back to past issues when 

creating outfits, i am very curvy 

and need to alter most items 

I purchase, Periodic articles 

and pictures of curvier women 

would be a nice addition to this 

magazine. _ LolaEnsley 

9 DELHI, CALIFORNIA 

o GOTHICBEAUTYMAG 0^68 1,645 o ^GOTHICBEAUTYMAG 1 9.9 K. yfr 

DIY GOTHIC MASK 
I enjoyed the mask making article. 

As an artist I have always loved 

the symbolic and iconic meanings 

masks hold. After reading the 

article I was inspired and made a 

few of my own masks which will be 

part of an art installation on display 

during The Space Invaders Art 

Show in Oshawa Ontario this Sep¬ 

tember. An awesome magazine! 

1— Lacey Ftscher 

(g)grim mandy 
Gothic Beauty Mag o d i i j: uez 

(aOuskEIRey big fan not to men¬ 
tion he is easy on the eyes. 

HERE ARE SOME OF OUR FAVORITE 
COMMENTS ABOUT ISSUE 44 FROM 

FACEBOOK AND TWITTER 

Follow 

Rocknroll love 

Beauty is in the eye of the be¬ 

holder. GB surpasses all of that 

and takes beauty to a new level, 

This magazine ro cksl 

Leonne RocfrnroJIVomp Mufsuers 

Issue 45 GoThicBeauty.com 7 



Sugar skulls have been part of Day of the Dead celebrations for hundreds of 

years. Their unique style, which juxtaposes the macabre with cheery colors, has often 

influenced gothic fashion and decor. 'Traditionally, they are made out of a sugary paste, 

and take days and a special mold to put together. But if you want to try your hand at 

this creative method to honor your ancestors, you can create a facsimile with modeling 

clay and a free evening. 

BY MELISSA LYTTON 

Photos by Billy Crum 
l/th 

SUPPLIES} 
Modeling Clay 

*;ip X^acto Knife 

Acrylic Paints 

Small Paintbrushes 

Plastic Wrap 

Tin Foil (optional) 

SHARE 
YOUR 
DESIGNS 
AND THE 

STORIES 

BEHIND 
THEM_ON 
OUR 

Cover the surface you're going to work on with plastic wrap. Not only does this keep your clay from picking 
up dust, but it’s also crucial to protect your table. Many clays leech dyes that can permanently ruin furniture. If 
you decide to use multiple colors of clay, wash your hands between handling them to avoid getting the colors 
mixed up. 



1 Divide your chunk of clay into 
two pieces: two-thirds on one side, 
one-third on the other. Shape them 

, both into balls by warming the 
v j clay in your hands and rolling it in 
\ v between your palms until it natu- 

rally forms a spherical shape. The 
longer you roll, the smoother the 

surface will turn out. Then turn the smaller ball into a cube. Gently pinch it 
between your forefinger and thumb, rotate it, and softly pinch again. Rotate a 
third time, and pinch the only remaining curved sides. Once the basic cube is 
formed, you can press each side against your table to further flatten and define 
the shape. ZCup the large ball in the palm of 

your non-dominant hand. Use the 
pinky on your dominant hand to 
press two eye sockets into the ball. 
Use as little force as possible to 

^ J avoid squashing the back of the ball 
against your palm. It might take a 
few tries to get it right. If you mess 

up, simply reform the ball and try again. Using the back end of a small paint¬ 
brush, create the nasal cavity. Push the tip into the clay and wiggle it back and 
forth to create a triangular shape. If you want to sculpt a nasal cavity with the 
septum intact, just make two smaller triangles side by side instead. To sculpt 
the teeth, use the X-acto knife to press lines into three adjoining sides of the 
cube. One long horizontal line intersected by several vertical lines creates a 
grid that looks like a mouth full of teeth. 3 Once everything is sculpted to 

your liking, you need to attach the 
two pieces of clay back together. 
Use the X-acto knife to score the 

w , ^ j bottom of the ball and the top of 
the cut)e- series of crisscrossing 
diagonal lines on each surface 
creates a rougher texture like Vel¬ 

cro, so that the two pieces can hold together more firmly. Carefully press the 
two pieces together, taking care not to squish the sculpture. 

Follow the directions included with your clay to set the sculpture perma¬ 
nently. Some clays require baking, while others need to sit out over night to 
air dry. When the clay is hard and cool to the touch, you’re ready to decorate. 
A base coat of white acrylic paint will cover any smudges or discolorations 
from the sculpting and drying process. It doesn’t need to be thick - just 
enough to be noticeable. 

Dots, swirls, and flowers in bright colors are traditional decorations. These 

decorations aren’t just random, though. It’s tradition to try to make the skull 

resemble the family member it’s being made in honor of. So it Aunt Kathy 

had bushy eyebrows, paint a bunch of hot pink flowers all over the eyebrow 

area. Many people also paint the name of their loved one across the forehead 

of the skull. Don’t he shy with these decorations — sugar skulls are known for 

being over-the-top. Acrylic paint is very forgiving, so if you mess up, just wait 

for the paint to dry and paint another layer over it. And if you’re feeling extra 

creative, you can use tin-foil to sculpt little props for the skull that reflect your 

loved one, such as glasses or a smoking pipe. 

When you're all done, you can place the skull on your loved ones gravesite 

or at a home altar to encourage their spirit to visit. Dried acrylic paint is wa¬ 

ter-resistant, so the skull will last a while even in an outdoor setting. But if 

your personal beliefs don’t line up with their traditional use, these skulls are 

still a creative and decidedly goth way to remember those who were near and 

dear to you. Find a favorite spot around your home to display them, just like 

you would a favorite photograph or memento from a deceased love one. 

One toujion jitr customer 
ValiJ thru 2014 
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LEARN MORE ABOUT THE 

BELOVUDCHENKQ MON 

NEW GOTHIC ROCK SINGLE 

BREATHE AQAIN 
EXCLUSIVE FREE DOWNLOAD 
for Gothic Beauty readers 
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OR VISIT | 
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Wish You Were Here: Adventures In Cemetery Travel Vampires Are Us Red Delicious 

l EXOTIC GOTHIC 4 EXOTIC GOTHIC 5 
VOLS. I & n 

Edited by Dane I Olsen, the Exotic 
Gothic anthology series publish¬ 

es primarily short fiction (with some 
novellas, excerpts from novels and an 
illustrated story) showcasing current 
neo-Gothic fiction from around the 
world. Exotic Gothic 4 won the World 
Fantasy Award for "Best Anthology’1 
in 2013 and a Shirley Jackson Award, 

Exotic Gothic 5 is published in two vol¬ 
umes and includes an illustrated story 
in color, 

What Olson seeks to do is gather 
and share neo-Gothic stories from 

a diverse range of authors set in a 
diverse range of locales, The Exot¬ 
ic Gothic anthology series desires to 
remove the idea that Gothic literature 
exists solely in haunted mansions and 

dusty ruins over in the UK, What Olson 
also does with this series is to stop the 
assumption that the only people read¬ 
ing neo-Gothic stories are white kids. 
Exotic Gothic 4 features authors from 

nine countries and two Native Nations, 
and Exotic Gothic 5 includes authors 
from eleven countries. There Is a mix of 
authors native to the places they write 
about and not. It would be nice to see 

more of the former, but the selections 
included are solid, and there Is very little 
of the "exoticification'- of non-white 
or non-Western spaces and people; 
in those stories where there is, the 

characters engaging in this thin king are 
usually destroyed, 

These two anthologies also con¬ 
tain a number of stories by women, 
who are often underrepresented in 

anthology collections, The authors 
featured in these anthologies are both 
well-known and not, often-published 
or just beginning. Olson discusses 
some of the prevalent themes of the 

neo-Gothic in his prefaces, such as the 
concept of "dark gifting11 among the 
other classic tropes in Gothic literature. 
Other themes Olson identifies in his 
prefaces to both Exotic Gothic 4 and 5 

include but are not limited to cover-ups 
and curses, disputes over legacies or 
prapeity, several types of ha untings, 

EXOTIC GOTHIC 4 

EDITED BY 
DANEL OLSON 

TEny Ch>**lirig 

Briri Evenicin 

T -in ijrm 

SKVt HMent Ttffl 

Simon Kurt UnFimorth 

EXOTIC GOTHIC 4 
BY DANEL OLSON 

DRUGSTORE INDIAN PRESS 
PAPERBACK. 499 PAGES 

EXOTIC GOTHIC 5 
VOLS, I AND II 
BY DANEL OLSON 
PS PUBLISHING 
HARDCOVER, 
VOL I 242 PAGES, 
VOL 2, ILLUSTRATED, 
258 PAGES 

THIC 5 

KIHIIl J A1 

EXOTIC GOTHIC 5 
VoUWf. it 

■■ ,'T llMIICJN n 

DjfifLOtSON 

taboos, and places, often decrepit, ancient, 
or unused, that drain the protagonists in 

a physical or psychical way. Some of the 
stories are straight-up violent or contain 
violence in small parcels, Others deal more 
with different ways of enacting violence, 
psychologically or spiritually. Generally 

though, it's not a gory collection Issues of 
control and powerlessness are explored in 
several stories as well 

There is a thread of the lasting dam¬ 
age done by colonialism running though 

Exotic Gothic 4, Simon Kurt Unsworth's 
story "The Fourth Horse" is a good ex¬ 
ample of this, as is "Pig Thing" by the in¬ 
imitable Adam L.G, Nevill, “Escena de un 
Asesinato" by Robert Hood, and 'Down 
in the Valley" by Joseph Bruchac. Other 
highlights from Exotic Gothic 4 include 
the supremely creepy and well-wrought 
'“Grottor" by Brian Evenson. Tunku Halim's 
“In the Village of Setang" is an excellent 

example of dark gifts and sacrifice, Ste¬ 
phen Dedman's "The Fall/' is a tragic story 
about a hikikomori, "Helena" by Ekaterina 

Sedia marries horror with medical science 
in a new way while nodding to the classics, 

"Candy’1 by Nick Antosca and "Celebrity 
Frankenstein11 by Stephen Volk both deal 
with contemporary United States Middle 
Class life and its attendant ennui and po¬ 
tential for explosive violence. 

The idea and horror of live burial, literal or 
not, Is explored in both volumes of Exotic 
Gothic 5, such as "L Amour est Mort" by 
Simon Clark, Terry Dowling's chilling “The 
Sleepover,11 Kola Boof's utterly Gothic 

"The Sweet Virgin Meat" Thana Niveau’s 
"Xibalba," and Lucy Taylor's “Djinr's 
Blood," Carlos Hernandez's funny, sweet 
and poignant story "More than Pigs and 
Rosaries Can Give" deals with the cur¬ 

rent political and social climate in Cuba 
and how the events of the past stretch 
into and contaminate the present, “Burial 
Grounds." Nick Antosca1 s heartbreakingly 
tragic story of horrifically bad parenting 

stands out not only for its terrific story¬ 
telling. lack of the supernatural, but for Its 
inclusion of queer characters as well. 

Exotic Gothic 5 also includes an il¬ 
lustrated story, “El Nahual," by the 

artistic team Berumen and Coyote, 
about greed, sacrifice and unrelent¬ 
ing vengeance. “Haveli1' by Anil Menon 
is a story of fetish, taboo, and family, 
and fantastically written in a brisk and 

contemporary style that embraces 
understatement, “Juicing the Knife'1 by 
Deborah Noyes examines relationships 
of control, protection and posse ssive- 
ness. Tliis anthology series is highly 

recommended not only for lovers of 
neo-Gothie themes in a smattering of 
genres, but also those who are looking 
for a diversity of settings and voices. 
The story telling is brilliant and as var¬ 

ied as the settings. These anthologies 
challenge the way we conceptualize 
th e Gothic b ot h w hat it me an s to cl a s- 
sify something as neo-Got hie and how 
th ose the m es can be re- imagine d i n so 

many different ways. 

GAIL 
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RED DELICIOUS: 
A SIOBHAN QUINN NOVEL 

T he second book in a series. Red Delicious 
picks up six or so months after Blood Or¬ 
anges left off. with Quinn getting some¬ 

what used to her new life as an undead werewolf 

hitman for Mean Mr, B. A fast-paced read, the 
plot gets underway quickly, this time revolving 
around a magical artifact that several very inter¬ 
ested and very dangerous parties are after, with 
Quinn caught in the middle and trying to shift her 

power from pawn to player, 
Quinn is an immensely likable character, gifted 

in some ways, slow in others. She's deceptive¬ 
ly intelligent, repeating her dropout status a few 
times whife also slinging nuggets of knowledge at 

the audience, calling into open question people's 
assumptions about dropouts. She Is unapologet- 
ic in her brashness, rudeness and violence, and 
even though there are demonstrably bad con¬ 
sequences as a result of her behavior it persists 
throughout the story, The book opens with vio¬ 
lence; more Important Is Quinn's easy acceptance 
of It, something we see throughout the text— 
Quinn is repeatedly attacked and repeatedly is 
able to defend herself, although sometimes just 

barely or only with outside help, 

Kiernan flouts both generic and literary con¬ 
vention and expectation throughout, at some 
points explicitly in the text. Quinn talks to the 
audience with great frequency, reminding us 

we're free to put the book down at any point 
and she doesn't care whether we do or don't. 
Kiernan does interesting things with narra¬ 
tive and authorial authority—for starters, it’s 
written by Kiernan, writing as Kathleen Tier¬ 

ney, who doesn't exist, but has a glibly absurd 
author's bio, but it's Quinn narrating, often 
shooting through the fourth wall to address 
us. Quinn has the mit; she has ostensible con¬ 
trol of the story, while also openly questioning 

her own reliability and the nature of storytell¬ 
ing itself. What's more, Red De/icrous contains 
an interpolated story In the form of a piece of 
short 'fiction1 published in an alternate dimen¬ 
sion to the one Quinn lives in that introduces char¬ 

acters and plot, so its inclusion is not incidental. 
Red Deltoous. like its predecessor, Blood Oranges, 

operates as a kind of antidote to sentimental, ro¬ 
mantic and moralistic urban fantasy and young adult 
novels, perhaps for the author as well as the reader. 

Red Delicious could easily be read in an afternoon, 

CAiTLINR. KIERNAN WR 
AS KATHLEEN TIEi 

PAPERBACK, 268 R 

i xi r" ¥ 

CAITLIN R. \ 

KATHL??5™ 
ftwarft-Winmnt Aulhiir vl WJmrd OrMigri 

but like Quinn herself, there’s more to this book than 
one may see at first glance. My suggestion is to 
take a bit of time with this book, rather than blowing 
through it—it contains a richness of language and 
complexity of character that should be savored, 

THE THEBAN ORACLE: 
DISCOVER THE MAGIC OF THE 
ANCIENT ALPHABET THAT 
CHANGES LIVES 

Theban is an alphabet with unverified origins, 
often attributed to Honorius of Thebes, that 
is used today by some pagans and practi¬ 

tioners of magic as a substitution cipher for spells 

and Books of Shadows, to conceal their contents 
and in some cases because it lends an air of mys¬ 
tery to the text. In The Theban Grade, Jenkins has 
taken the Theban cipher and assigned each symbol 
a person from history and a corresponding divinota¬ 

ry meaning, The personages he's assigned to each 
symbol are primarily fram the Middle Ages, generally 
have something to do with the occult or wisdom in 
broad strokes, and most are male. There are twen¬ 
ty-five stones in his system since he includes the 

The banful I-stop or period marker as well as a "mys¬ 
tery stone.1' Jenkins also designed spreads for the 
ston es, I ndudl ng t hree, si x a nd nl ne s tone s prea ds o r 
draws, as well as single stone draws and hand-cast¬ 
ing. The text includes sections detailing each sym¬ 

bol's historical figure and divinatory meaning, and 
he includes information for stones drawn in reverse, 
which is much appreciated, Jenkins also includes 
Angelic Orders, Sacred Herb, and the Latin and He¬ 
brew letter equivalent for each Theban stone in his 

section on Associations. There Isa brief section that In¬ 
cludes spell casting with the stones, which is innocuous 
enough, although given that the first two spells do not 
re qui re th e Th eb a n Ston es at all one won ders why t hey 

were included 
In order to become proficient in this oracle, the user 

must learn the Theban cipher, its corresponding ''per¬ 
son" as well as the divinatory meaning Jenkins has 
assigned, It sounds like a lot on paper, but it's fairly 

straight forward, In fact, the most difficult part of learn¬ 
ing this oracle may be due to the seeming similarity 
between several of the stones' divinatory meanings. 
Jenkins does not include pre-fab stones with the 
book, but encourages the user to make their own, of¬ 

fering tips on mate hats and processes for this, While 
labor-intensive, this is probably the best way to do 
these things, if you're interested in divination as a se¬ 
rious practice, Part of the text is confusing, such as the 
Associations section, as it is unclear as how the infor¬ 

mation was compiled: was it drawn from other sources, 
or designed solely by the author? The inclusion of only 
th re e worn en is also pro bl ematlc; he gi ves h is reasoning 
as more or less that women were mostly uneducated 
at the time and therefore did not have access to the 

ns 

DISCOVER THE MAGIC OF THE 

AN 
GREG JENKINS, PHD 

PAPERBACK ILLUSTRATED, 
235 PAGES 

RED WHEEL/WEISER 

types of knowledge privileged in this system. However, 
the women included are not scholars, and surely there 
we re pie nty of w i se wome n in a i I of h istory, if one is. will— 
i ng to I o ok fo r t hem, Th e language of t he text might also 

prove to be an issue with some, since It is stylized to the 
point of being distracting. Nevertheless, if you have an 
interest In cryptography or divination this book may be 
of interest. Jenkins dearly put a great deal of effort into 
the creation of this divination system, as well as the re¬ 

search behind it 
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THE FRENZY WOLVES: 
BOOK THREE IN THE FRENZY CYCLE 

There are writers and then there are masters 
of their craft. Author and filmmaker Grego¬ 
ry Lamberson is no exception and it shows 

in every novel he releases. A two-time winner of 

the IPPV Gold Medal for Horror; a three-time Bram 
Stoker Award finalist; winner of Dark Scribe Press' 
"Best Small Press Chill1' Award; and winner of the 
Anubis Award for Horror, Lamberson has delivered 
yet another thrilling addition to the werewolf genre 

with the third installment in "The Frenzy Cycle" se¬ 
ries entitled Tbe Frenzy Wolves. Through a truly in¬ 
vigorating take on the I yea nth rope mythology set in 
modern-day New York City the reader is treated to 
a story that unrolls more like an intriguing episode of 

The Sopranos or Low & Order with layers upon lay- 
ers of intricate plotlines that mysteriously overlap. 
This Is a tale that will leave one gripping the pages 
and wondering what will come next. Whether you 
are a fan of horror or crime drama thrillers, this book 

will fast become one you simply cannot put down. 
Following the path of detective Anthony Mace, The 

Frenzy W/o/ves picks up after the ancient wolf-slay¬ 
ing order known as the Torquemada returned to New 
York City to finish the slaughter of the wolves with¬ 

in Gabriel Dominl's dwindling pack. The NYPD has 

joined forces with the FBI to create a se¬ 
cret task force to control the Type L popu¬ 
lation after several members of their own 
fell! casualty during the Torquemada's last 

brutal attack. With a deeper understand¬ 
ing of the werewolf species and their 
plight to survive, Mace must help Gabriel 
track down the remaining Torquemada to 
protect not only the wolves, but also the 

citizens of the City he is sworn to. 
The Frenzy Wolves is high-intensity ac¬ 

tion that transports you from NYC to Italy 
and back again in the blink of an eye. At 
the same time Lamberson has crafted 

characters that are easy to identify with 
and quickly develop an emotional con¬ 
nection to as you are plunged directly into 
the fray, handed a gun, and asked to wait 
for further instructions, It is this unique combination 

that makes this particular werewolf trilogy a true 
gem. There is also an incredible ease with which one 
can dive into "The Frenzy Cycle’1 series—no matter 
which book you pick up, whether its the first or the 
third, you feel as if you haven't been left out of be- 

ing privy to pertinent information that might clarify a 

BY GREGORY LAMBERSON 
PAPERBACK, 400 PAGE 

MEDALLION PRES 

situation or relationship, indeed, this is one novel 
that surpasses the genre to become Its own en¬ 
tity, raising the bar for all other werewolf novels 
to come. 

GABRJELLE 

o 
VAMPIRES ARE US: 
UNDERSTANDING OUR LOVE 
AFFAIR WITH THE IMMORTAL 
DARK SIDE 

MARGOT ADLER 

Margot Adler, famed author of the seminal 
work of contemporary paganism Drawing 
Down the Moon, embarked on her self-de¬ 

scribed obsession with vampires and vampire liter¬ 

ature while her husband was dying of cancer. What 
initially began as meditations on mortality and im¬ 
mortality became more than that, encompassing 
spirituality, morality, cultural fears and our relation¬ 
ship to the environment, which she weaves into a 

cohesive thesis for a lengthy essay. That essay is 
the first section of Vampires Are Us, the second is 
an annotated bibliography of the 270 vampire books 
she read during a four-year period, organized by sub¬ 
ject The subjects include traditional horror vampires 

as alien/other species, detective vampire fiction, 
regional, young adult, romance, and about a dozen 
more. Several of the sections have sub-sections 
as well, and dearly Adler put a considerable amount 
of effort in categorizing these, Several texts can be 

interfiled in different genres, which she notes, She 
also has a Classics section, which includes things like 
Dracula as well as pre-Dracula fiction, and Anne Rice 
gets her own section as well, 

She includes a “Best of11 section at the back, for 

those looking for Adler's particular favori tes. The 
annotations include summaries and her opinion 
of the books; her opinions are well-considered, 
but it becomes clear that what Adler is looking 
for in a vampire story is not necessarily what you 
might be looking for, 

Adler's work is a wide survey of the literature, 
and although her grouping of texts into certain 
genres and subgenres is admitted, by her, to be 

somewhat arbitrary, I found her organization to 
be well thought out, with one or two minor ex- |_ 
ceptions. Classifying texts by genre is Increas¬ 
ingly difficult, as the number of types of sub- 
genres of fiction grows and the boundaries between 

those sub-gen res become less and less definite. 
Scholarly Interest in vampires Is growing, which is 

refreshing and invigorating news for fans of vampire 
fiction with an intellectual bent, Adler does call out 
the elitism of some academics that dismiss vampire 

literature out of hand, for which she deserves grat¬ 
itude and admiration. Vampires Are Us offers some 
unique insights into the role and nature of vampire 
fiction in the last twenty years, and Adler's thesis 
may change the way you read vampire fiction, or re- 
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BY MARGOT ADLER 

PAPERBACK, 237 PAGES 
WE15ER 

read old books through this new lens, 
The bibliography is a veritable reading list for 

enthusiastic book lovers; this is one the of func¬ 
tions of bibliographies, and Adler's is no excep¬ 

tion. She takes this genre seriously and recog¬ 
nizes its merit, considering the role and place of 
all stripes of vampire characters and modes of 
storytelling, it’s a delightful read, opinionated but. 
not elitist, well-researched, and wide-ranging. 

Definitely recommended. 
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While hanging out in a cemetery might not be everyone's cup 
of tea, for young got hs It Is often de rigueur. The macabre at¬ 
mosphere attributed to graveyards makes for a perfect place 

for the young and spooky to spend time, but for author Loren Rhoads it 
was quite the opposite. In her hook Wish You Were Here - Adventures 
frr Cemetery Travel she discovers how different cultures live by visiting 
the places where they bury their dead. From her hometown cemetery 
grave-rubbings to the decadence of Higligate cemetery in London, 
UK, Loren describes each deathly visit with true feeling and discovers, 
through visiting places of death, more about life and the living. This is not 
an impartial travel guide, but a collection of personal tales of exploration. 
Each burial site visited is given emotional significance by the inclusion 
of anecdotes - how she had come to visit, who she had gone with, how 
the weather or local people had affected her visit, what she had learned 
(or questions she had yet to be answered). While some may prefer an 
unbiased, more clinical travel guide, the topic of Rhoads’ book means 
a more personal approach and suits it very well. The subject matter of 
death and burial is one that is very hard to disassociate from, so to read 
how each place caused her to feel alongside the detailed and informa¬ 
tive aspects of each trip is inspirational, Rhoads actively encourages 
others to begin their own cemetery travels too. and each copy of the 
book is accompanied by a travel notebook. Interspersed with black and 
white photos of monuments or mausoleums taken on her own visits, 
the lined pages are left for the reader's own notes and observations, 
TTie 35 chapters cover more than 50 burial sites all over the world. In¬ 
cluding the final resting place of Oscar Wilde Pere Lachaise, Paris’ Cat- 
acombes, Sleepy Hollow and the aforementioned spectacular Highgate 
Cemetery, Each one makes for enjoyable and interesting reading, It also 
makes the idea of finding the local cemetery much more appealing 
when out on one's own travels. 
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BY LOREN RHOADS 
WESTERN LEGENDS PRESS 

PAPERBACK, 333 PAGES 
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WITH AN IMAGE THAT TENDS TOWARDS THE EERILY BEAUTIFUL AND SEPIA-TONED 
AND A SOUND THAT’S STEEPED IN EMOTION AND CENTERED AROUND TRULY 
UNIQUE VOICE, NOSTALGHIA’S NAME SUITS THEM EXCEPTIONALLY WELL. STILL 
RELATIVELY EARLY IN THEIR CAREER, THE BAND HAVE ALREADY OPENED FOR HIM 
AND AFI AND ESTABLISHED THEMSELVES AS WELL WORTH PAYING ATTENTION TO. 
SINGER CISCANDRA NOSTALGHIA GAVE US SOME INSIGHT INTO HER BACKGROUND 
AND CREATIVE INSPIRATIONS, AS WELL AS WHERE SHE MIGHT WANT TO TAKE THE 
BAND IN THE FUTURE. 
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our album is called Chrysalis. Is this a period of 

transformation in your life, or arc you just coming 

out of one? 

It was a transitional phase in my life, which I'm actu- 

I ally in again right now, (laughs) It was about emergence, 

and Idea of rebirth and death being a continuous pro¬ 

cess of unraveling and unveiling a new sense of self Hie idea of the 

interminable man shaking off the surface skin from himself like a 

snake or a butterfly from its chrysalis, kind of transitory towards 

some deeper sense of awareness. Thats really the state I was in at the 

time, I was moving from one place to another, to LA, and it just felt 

completely overwhelming. When things are uncomfortable 1 think 

you're bound to break, and when you break you find something new 

that you hadn't seen before. When I notice new things internally I 

like to dive into them and figure them out. It was also about love, 

an unhealthy love, 

I was going to ash about that- There’s definitely a sense that 

there’s a theme about relationships running through the album, 

but not in a happy or celebratory way at all. 

Yes, it's definitely thematic. One part is the idea of the chrysalis, 

and there's the sound of moth wings throughout the album. At one 

point in “Stockholm Syndrome” that sound seems like its coming 

out of my mouth. Its about the idea of having fond feelings for 

someone who’s captured you, or maybe just who’s not good for you, 

maybe just because that’s all you've ever known, and that’s something 

I was dealing with at the time as well. 

my mother, in a strange sort of way, and there are many things I no- 

ticed in her that I think show through in the music. A lot of people 

listen to the music and ask me where I'm from, and I feel like my 

voice is foreign, but not really in terms of a country,.. 

Have you beard the term Third Culture? Because the way you 

describe your upbringing, you’re really a perfect example, 

I have heard that term, and I think that’s definitely true. Also when 

I sing I think I vessel myself and open myself up to things that are 

beyond my conscious experience. I know that can kind of sound 

silly, but it s really serious, and I think w hat comes through my voice 

is a lot of people - a lot of people who I've experienced in this life, 

and I feel that there’s a lot of energy that I’ve perhaps experienced in 

other lives. I allow myself to be anything that comes through me in 

the moment, and it’s a true freedom, and in that freedom there is no 

culture. In that moment I'm not Iranian or German or Russian, I’m 

just giving you everything that I’ve ever felt in this life or another, 

and that’s really w hat 1 do with music. 

How does your family feel about what you're doing now? You 

hinted that maybe in the past they hadn’t been too happy about 

your choice to do what you’re doing now. 

In the beginning I think it’s difficult lor any parent to accept that 

your daughter is an artist and they’re going to be struggling for a 

while, especially an artist that isn’t willing to just bend and do things 

that are considered safe. That was difficult for them at first, and they 

weren't very supportive. They definitely were not supportive of me 

WHEN THINGS ARE UNCOMFORTABLE I 
THINK YOU'RE BOUND TO BREAK, AND 
WHEN YOU BREAK YOU FIND SOMETHING 
NEW THAT YOU HADN’T SEEN BEFORE. 
WHEN I NOTICE NEW THINGS INTERNALLY 
I LIKE TO DIVE INTO THEM AND FIGURE 
THEM OUT. IT WAS ALSO ABOUT LOVE, AN 
UNHEALTHY LOVE. 

You grew up part¬ 

ly in Iran, Can you 

give us a bit of back¬ 

ground about your 

family? 

I grew' up with just 

a ton of different 

cultures. My mother 

is Persian, and she 

was born in Tehran 

and she also lived 

in Brighton, and in 

Berlin. And then she 

married a man who 

was Jamaican, and he 

moved to England, 

and then they moved 

back to Tehran and had my sister. And then eventually she met my 

lather, who’s French and Russian and Irish. I grewr up with all those 

families around me, and they didn't really have many friends. My 

parents were very strict so I stayed home a lot, and I had a lot of lan¬ 

guages being spoken around me, and there's a special beauty to that 

- it was very passionate and very volatile. And also very beautiful, 

because Farsi, the Persian language, its beautiful - it just breathes 

music. It kept music alive in me, as well as singing and dancing every 

night, there’s always these big parties with family and everyone wants 

to play music. It’s a very celebratory culture. 

I’m curious about what effect you think growing up like that 

had on both your music and your visual style. 

Growing up around all those different cultures I think I had this 

mutt-like approach to music and to life in general. I’m very close to 

dropping out of college. I remember the look on my father's face 

when 1 told him, all the blood just rushed out (laughs), but with 

time they’ve become incredibly proud. I think they respect the fact 

that I do care about what they think and I went to school for a while 

because I cared about their feelings and their sense of safety, which I 

never thought existed, but I wanted to give them that, I think now 

my mother sees that she’s injected me with her own powerful wom¬ 

anhood and her passions and I ran with them, and my father sees 

that I will do anything that I set my mind to do, and he’s very good 

at that as well. I think they see themselves in me knowr, and I think 

that’s the most difficult thing for parents, is that when you make 

such a rash decision they have trouble seeing themselves in you. Now 

that they see themselves in me and now that I see myself in them we 

have a new connection that maybe wasn't there before. 
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How involved are you in creating your videos? You have a 

dance background and some of tlic movements you do in them 

very nmcli look like something you’d only expect from someone 

with that experience* 

Im very involved, very hands on, Nor that I’m not open to fantas¬ 

tic ideas, I do love collaboration when its the right collaboration, 

but T do have a strong vision* In the video for 'Cool for Chaos’' the 

original concept ended up completely changing on the day of the 

shoot based around my movements, I just did it out of nowhere, 

I don’t even know why I did it, I bent over backwards and they 

stopped me and said oh my god, do that again!” and the whole 

concept ended up shifting around that one move, 

I’m curious about your overall aesthetic and where it comes 

from. There’s an almost sepia tone to some of your videos* and 

a sort of eerie look, 

I prefer the word haunting. There's definitely a haunting side to 

the music and to my aesthetic, and to my presence. On the other 

side there’s this very childlike colorful playful side to the music and 

my aesthetic, Usually I’m both at the same time and that can be 

kind of jarring, like how can you look so innocent while at the same 

time seeming like you might stab someone, and I like that, (laughs) 

That makes it more interesting. When I see someone that’s always 

dark, its almost,.. 

It seems insincere if people are like that all the time* 

Yeah, because you're not like that all the time. No matter who you 

are you’re not like that all the time - sometimes you're laughing, 

sometimes you re joyous, and to pigeonhole yourself, which I know 

a few artists that do that, I think over time they must lose their 

minds because they have to continue being a mockery of them¬ 

selves, and I will never do that, I am so many people it would be 

limiting to say ‘this is the only thing that I am” so aesthetically 

speaking the only way I could describe it is that I love things that 

evoke emotion. When I put on a piece of clothing I ask myself what 

it makes me feel or what it might make someone else feel, l love red 

hats because when I see a red hat on a woman it just reminds me of 

a beautiful memory, like in an old movie where you see some wom¬ 

an wearing her hat and she’s dancing in the middle of the street and 

there’s a man who's longing for her, and she’s free beneath the rain. 

Those kinds of things are what I think about. 

Going forward from here, what are your goals? What do you 

want to achieve, not in terms of material success but creatively? 

What I’m really looking forward to is being able to create our own 

shows. That s what I can’t wait to do and will do. I want to make 

Nostalghia an experience. When you go to see a hand you’re going 

there to feel something. You're not going there to forget. You’re 

going there to remember, and you’re going there to feel something, 

and I have all kinds of ideas - visual ideas, aesthetic ideas — for how 

that can be accomplished and how you can truly bring an audience 

into that world and have them leave with a memory with some¬ 

thing that makes them feel alive. 

WWW.NOSTALGHIAMUSIC.COM 
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Photos by Double Take Studios 

Scarlett, or Katie to her friends, started belly dancing in 2007 initially styles which could tie ate a series of articles on their own! The basic his- 

as an alternative form of exercise. “I first gave it a go as it was ‘some- tory is it started in the Middle East, especially Egypt and Turkey where 

thing different* which has lead to a love of the music and movement. I it*s popular for the tourists and is on TV, and both countries have dcvel- 

also love how it can be used to dance to most types of music.” When de- oped different styles due tmeosmming and musical differences. In the 

scribing the various styles within belly dancing the diverse and complex west weVe given it our own twist with American Cabaret Style. We ve 

nature of the art form was dear. “There sa whole range of belly dance also fused it with different dance styles to create Tribal Belly Dance and 
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lots of other different fusions and introduced a wider variety of music’ So 

how does gothic belly dance fit into the mix? “Gothic belly dance is gen- 

erally based around tribal dance, As per usual goth stuff takes on a darker 

aspect and uses more gothic music and dress than the glitzy, blinged-up 

costumes and Arabic music of more traditional Egyptian dance.1 

Dancers either perform under their own name, or sometimes with a 

pseudonym inspired by Middle Eastern culture. Scarlett suggests that belly 

dance appeals to Goths because it is still predominantly an alternative art 

form (unlike burlesque that has become very mainstream) and has so far 

remained that way “Unlike most dance forms it also gives you a chance 

to bring your personality into your dance style - in how you dance, your 

costumes and to some extent your music choices, I have seen several tribal 

groups dance to die likes of neo-medieval band Corvus Corax for example. 

You do have to be selective depending on the client though - at a New 

Year's party booking l danced to a Turkish version of a Bon Jovi track!” 

When it comes to performing, Scarlett is represented by a belly dance 

agency and she can be booked to perform almost anywhere, from restau¬ 

rants to dance shows or private events. “I have also danced at Haflas, which 

are dance parties where classes get together to show what they have been 

doing,” Initially getting started in belly dancing is not expensive, but, as 

writh many art forms, there is the opportunity to spend lots of money if 

you choose to. “Find a local class doing the style you want with music you 

like (I went to one class where we danced to Dancing Queen by ABBA 

- what a nightmare). A teacher can give feedback and you can ask if you 

don’t understand something. If you want to go further the costs can start to 

mount up as it can get very addictive with weekends of workshops around 

the country. If you are performing you might want to get together a dance 

wardrobe, Initially this can be home made, or relatively cheap - but profes¬ 

sional costumes cost hundreds.” 

Heike Humphreys, a professional dancer who appears under the name 

Akasha, is one of the founders of Gothla in the UK and has been part of the 

scene for around 25 years. “At the time I started aerobics and other exercise 
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forms (that I considered more 

body fascist) were all the rage, 

so belly dancing seemed a great 

alternative. 1 am all about the 

community spirit which comes 

with belly dancing/' While bur¬ 

lesque ladies dance in troupes, 

belly dancers dance in tribes. 

Akashas is Tribe of the Hon¬ 

ey badgers and, as opposed to a 

strict routine and synchroniza¬ 

tion, they practice a more fluid 

and dynamic dance style called 

Synchronized Group Improvisation. “As a group we perform art on the spot and in the moment. 

Dancers use movements and cues from a well-rehearsed repertoire and they react in accordance 

with the music, the general atmosphere, the chemistry between dancers and the interaction of 

the audience! The dancers perform as much for each other as the audience, so there needs to be a 

bond between dancers/' The spectators and the whole ambiance of the event directly affect each 

performance. 

With this more relaxed style ir is much easier to introduce a gothic influence* ' Our latest cho¬ 

reography is to "Ribbons ' by the Sisters of Mercy where we use fan veils. The costumes will be 

darker and w ill have to either be made by the students or made to measure, but they will reflect 

our individuality, whilst still portraying a coherent tribe/ In Tribal Style we wear big pantaloons 

(Turkey), a huge circular skirt (Flamenco/Spain), a choli top (India), fringed or tasseled belts 

(Egypt) and coin or Banjara bras and belts, 1 also love headdresses - these can he full or half tur¬ 

bans, decorated with flowers or hits of jewelry; we also ‘drip'' in jewelry and often wear bindis and 

facial tattoos. The costumes range from simple (modern) to very elaborate ones. This is a style that 

is constantly evolving/' 

Akashas solo shows are more choreogra plied however. After considering all aspects of where she 

is dancing and who for, it is time to select the music and create a routine. “I usually have a whole 

host of songs that inspire me. I then dissect the music into sections - my entrance, verse, chorus, 

finale etc. If there are accents or changes in the music, I note those down too. Once the structure of 

the piece is clear to me, I write down moves and combinations. One of my moves called "Militia'1 

was inspired by New Model Army!' 

After starting belly dancing in the 90s and moving to tribal fusion in 2000, Akasha got to chat¬ 

ting with like-minded dancers on the net and they decided to put together a festival ‘In 2007 we 

began Goth la and hosted the three pioneers of Gothic Belly dance from the US - Ariellah, Sashi 

and Tempest, as well as local dancers. Initially we put the festival on for ourselves, because we 

wanted to learn more about gothic belly dance. After eight years, there still seems to he a genuine 

demand for it! We host master teachers that specialize in dark fusion or alternative forms of belly 

dance from all over the globe from the US to Germany, Poland, Italy, Spain, Norway, etc* as well 

as supporting and promoting our “home grown” talent; after all, the Gothic sub-culture is a UK 

phenomenon and the UK dancers have a different take on the scene than the dancers from the 

US. The aim is to create a friendly belly dance festival with a difference, whilst raising the standard 

of gothic belly dance overall” 

"Our main showr, featuring the master teachers, is held on the Friday night, but we also have 

an Open Stage, This provides a platform for dancers to showcase what they have been working 

on all year (many Gorilla attendees are regulars and the event is more like a family reunion than 

an event). It is as important for the performers as it is for us as event organizers scouting for new 

talent!” 

Being around twenty years older than the UK scene, the US belly dance culture has many more 

opportunities to show itself, and many more years to evolve more modern styles, Goth la US was 

initially run by the performers Tempest, Sashi and Ariellah "but I think because they were in dif¬ 

ferent cities, it became too difficult.” Gothla US was canceled last year ‘due to extenuating circum¬ 

stances and there is no news as yet of an event for 2014 hut Gothla UK continues to thrive. There 

are also Gothla events across Europe including Italy, Spain, and Germany and as far as Argentina. 

WWW.GOTHLA.CO.UK I WWW akashatribal.co.uk 
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The capital of the UK is one of the 

most visited cities in the world and 

with its rich history and heritage it 

is easy to see why millions flock there ev¬ 

ery year. As well as the usual attractions 

(Buckingham Palace, the Houses Of Parlia¬ 

ment, Big Ben etc,) London has a vibrant 

goth scene. From its own macabre tourist 

spots to a dedicated alternative shopping 

mecca and after-dark pubs and clubs, En¬ 

gland’s capital city has a lot to offer the 

spooky-minded. So while everyone else is 

hopping on a red double-decker bus and 

checking out the crown jewels, Goths can 

be buying Demonia boots in Camden mar¬ 

ket, supping Hobgoblin in the Devonshire 

Arms and poking through the graves in 

Highgate Cemetery, 

Gothic tourist attractions are difficult to 

miss in London, a city with so much tragic 

and often gruesome history, and you may 

have to fight the thousands of other tourists 

who visit to get a decent view. The London 

Dungeon is inconveniently popular in high 

season but planning ahead will save time 

in the queues. The interactive experience 

and execution-themed rides (exactly what 

it sounds like) make it a busy place to be 

in the summer holidays (which is 

July and August in the UK), 

Live actors bring to life grisly 

characters including Jack the 

Ripper and Sweeny Todd i A 1 1 

(they couldn’t get Johnny B w.4ih 

an often 11 risen ling form of 

entertainment, For those 

who 

SOME OF THE SHOPS 
IN CAMDEN MARKET 

London is worth a visit. The tower, as wrel! as 

being a prison and place of execution, is also 

home to the legendary Ravens, birds who, leg¬ 

end has it, would cause the kingdom to fall 

should they ever leave the tower. They are fed 

daily on blood and biscuits by the Raven Mas¬ 

ter, It doesn't get much more gothic than that, 

For somewhere just as gothic, but much less 

torturous, Highgate Cemetery is a must. In 

northwest London, on a hill overlooking the 

city, this 'Victorian Valhalla is still a breath- 

taking l place to be. Among the famous 

V residents are author Douglas 

Adams, punk mogul Malcolm 

McLaren and political pbiloso- 

III nher Karl Marx, Tours are 

conducted regularly but sell out in good 

weather months, so again booking ahead is 

essential. Special events M are also held 

there - if you are lucky 

he visiting at the right A time you can 

learn about the owls living in 

the cemetery, listen to a talk 

on Victorian 

enou 

surgery 

The Cabinet Of Dr 

ari amongst the 

The last one es¬ 

pecially will earn 

innumerable goth 

points. I 

Once the cul¬ 

tural bug has been 

satisfied, ids time 

graves 

a aesire a more serious 

take on torture and behead¬ 

ing the Tower Of 



to shop, Camden Market, in north London, is the place to go, its 

famous Stables Market is home to designers large and small Cy¬ 

berdog is a must-see, even if cyber isn't your thing, its well worth a 

browse just for the experience. Black Rose stocks mainly gothabilly 

styles, while Sai Sai is a haven for loli fans. One-off pieces by local 

designers mean you can also take home something unique, but be 

prepared for the price tag. Latex, pvc, boots, creepers, alternative 

homewares, piercings and tattoos are all in abundance in Camden 

so spend wisely! There is also the famous Pepis hair salon, specialists 

in outrageous colors, extensions and wigs. Half an hour from Cam¬ 

den is the home of Fairy Goth Mother, where you can get a corset 

(or wedding dress!) fitting if you book in advance, A similar dis¬ 

tance away is the fabulously named Monster Supplies shop, where 

you can purchase bottled salts made from tears. Seriously, 

As evening draw's near Londons nightlife begins to wake up. If 

you re still in Camden the Devonshire Arms (also known as The 

Hobgoblin or simply 'The Dev") is as close to a dedicated goth and 

metal pub as you II find. Painted black inside, with old gig posters 

on the walls, skulls behind the bar and dark DJs on the decks this 

place is well worth a pint (or three). Less touristy than the well- 

known rock bar Intrepid Fox, its a seriously dark place to drink. 

Other notable alternative watering holes include the World s End 

(a huge pub in the heart of Camden that serves food and houses 

live music venue the Underworld in its basement) and The Crobar 

in Soho which is very much the opposite. It is a teeny tiny bar, so 

small in fact that they don’t have anything on draught (no room for 

barrels), just bottled beers, Jager and whisky, but is a favorite spot 

for bands to drink before playing gigs in the area. Get there early 

to be in w ith a chance of a seat. Also in Soho is Garlic & Shots, a 

self-proclaimed vampire bar that serves everything with garlic and 

their famous Bloodshot shooter cocktail is a favorite among pa¬ 

trons. 

For nightlife to take you through to the morning there are a few 

clubs worth dressing up for. The Electric Ballroom (also in Cam¬ 

den) plays host to monthly goth and industrial night Inferno, or 

every Saturday the long-running Slimelight caters for the more cy¬ 

ber end of the goth spectrum until 7,30am! Dress to impress. Less 

regularly are music and fetish nights Club Antichrist and Torture 

Garden, Club AC always feature live metal or goth bands as well 

as performers and DJs, while Torture Garden is a high end fetish 

event with catwalk shows and avant-garde entertainment. Strict 

dress codes apply and you can never be overdressedl 

It seems London was always destined to be a top goth destination. 

The Black Death, infamous serial killers and famous gothic literary 

characters have all added to the city’s macabre history It s punk and 

goth music culture spawned clubs and fashions that are still at the 

forefront of the scene today, Whatever your gothic style London 

has something to satisfy it, from bloody history, boutique corset 

designers, dark drinking holes or all night clubbing this capital city 

is still top of the Goths, 

THEDUNGEONS.COM/LONDON PEPIS.NET 
hrpjdrg.uk/tdweroflondon fairygothmotherio.uk 
HIGHGATECEMETERY.ORG M0NSTERSUPPLIES.ORG 
SAISAILCO.UK SIIMELIGHT.COM 
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Photo by Kayleigh and 
Ryan @ Andrew Wood 

photography Manchester 

"WATCH THIS SPACE. IN FACT WATCH 'SPACE' 
GENERALLY, THERE IS A LOT GOING ON UP HERE." 

WHEN THE AVERAGE JOE IMAGINES A GOTH IT USUALLY INVOLVES VICTORIANA. PALE SKIN AND PARASOLS - DARK, MOROSE CREA¬ 
TURES AFRAID OF THE SUN AND SWATHED IN BLACK. THIS STEREOTYPE COULD NOT BE FURTHER FROM THE TRUTH WHEN IT COMES 
TO A LABEL LIKE CYBERDOG. FUTURISTIC. SHINY. ATTENTION-GRABBING IN-YOUR-FACE CLOTHING IN BRIGHT NEON. ALL DESIGNED 
BY CHI CHI. THE ORIGINAL CYBER DOG. YES. YOU HEARD CORRECTLY. THIS EMPIRE OF SCI-FI INSPIRED CLOTHING IS RUN BY A 
CHIHUAHUA - A FOUR-LEGGED DUDE WITH PLENTY OF ATTITUDE, AS I WAS WARNED BEFOREHAND "HE CAN BE VERY PARTICULAR, 
ESPECIALLY IF HE HASN'T HAD HIS PEDIGREE CHUM." — BY LENORE GWYNN — 

Chi Chi the Space Chihuahua, to give him his 
full title, was the inspiration behind the now 

iconic Cyberdog logo and is still very much at 
the helm of everything the label does (and he 
wouldn’t have it any other way). It seems as 
though he will always he in charge too. When 
asked how old he is, he proclaims "J am ap¬ 
proaching my 3rd Millennia on this rock you 
call Earth/’ Hie label began in London in 1994 

and their flagship store (or Mothership store’ 
as Chi Chi calls it) is in the heart of the UK’s 
alternative scene in the famous Camden Mar¬ 
ket. There is also a shop in the north of En¬ 
gland in Manchester, one in the seaside town 
of Brighton on the UK's south coast, as well 
as a shop in the clubbing capital of the world, 
Ibiza. "I call them Earth Stations so that they 
don’t get confused with 'SHOP’ which is a 

planet in the Orion Nebula, (you guys haven’t 
discovered it yet).” 

Cyberdogs Stations, especially their huge 
multi-level London branch, are experiences in 
themselves. DJs pump dance music all day un¬ 
der UV lights and live dancers welcome shop¬ 
pers into, quite literally, another world. Hie 
shop’s assistants are known for their outlandish 
cyber-style, with plastic hair extensions, body 
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paint, sky-high platforms and the latest Cyberdog threads of course. Chi Chi doesn't mind 

why people visit a Cyberdog shop, as long as they are there to have fun, "Over 1,2 million 

humans visit Camden Earth Station to party and play, and yes a lot of them are tourists, and 

we love them all!' When it comes to his dedicated clientele, Chi Chi knows the scene each 

one of his shops is part of, and what styles they will appreciate, "The Ibiza Earth Station is 

more about hot weather raving whereas Manchester is all about the hard core clubbers and 

Cyber Kids. Brighton is more chic, and Camden is ALL of the above!" 

Being a big fan of the club scene back in the Nineties, but not a fan of the clothing avail¬ 

able, Chi Chi started to design his own, “I was just bored stupid with the rave clothes of the 

time. The music was amazing, the clothing, well,,.dire," He is an outspoken pooch indeed! 

The label's most iconic piece is the Orbit Vest, a design which has continually proved popu¬ 

lar and is now available in every color imaginable, as well as a dress and cropped version too. 

Sleeveless with a hooped neck, it is a simple top allowing it wide appeal, the neckline giving 

the look of a space suit without the helmet on, 

New designs are similarly outer space' inspired. Chi Chi says “I get my ideas when 1 am 

clubbing and looking at what ravers in other universes are wearing, I get inspired by how 

the alien races all party together, united by dance and love, I then go off and have a doggie 

biscuit or two in Ibiza and think about it, then RANG! I knock out another classic!!" He 

makes it sound like a walk in the park (pun intended}! "Cyber fans love design-led clothing. 

For every human out there who wants vintage, retro and dull clothes, there's a human that 

wants to stand out from the crowd!" 

THE SHOP'S ASSISTANTS ARE KNOWN FOR THEIR 

OUTLANDISH CYBER-STYLE, WITH PLASTIC HAIR EX¬ 

TENSIONS, BODY FAINT, SKY-HIGH PLATFORMS AND 

THE LATEST CYBERDOG THREADS OF COURSE. CHI 

CHI DOESN'T MIND WHY PEOPLE VISIT A CYBERDOG 

SHOP AS LONG AS THEY ARE THERE TO HAVE FUN. 

"OVER 1.2 MILLION HUMANS VISIT CAMDEN EARTH STA¬ 

TION TO PARTY AND PLAY, AND YES A LOT OF THEM 

ARE TOURISTS, AND WE LOME THEM ALL! 

When asked if he's ever considered designing clothes for other pups with a love oi for¬ 

ward-thinking fashions, he rolls his eyes and says 'Of course I have. Watch this space. In 

fact, watch Space' generally, there is a lot going on up here," 

A relatively new venture for the UK cyber store is their sister shop Futurelovers, It is a very 

modern sex shop combining the futuristic ideals of Cyberdog with a kinky, fetish twist. The 

shop stocks sex toys, bondage paraphernalia and latex clothing as well as the more risque 

side of Cyberdogs own ranges. The pint-sized cyber pooch explains the idea behind this sexy 

sidearm. ' Well, when 1 was on my travels in the universe, l fell in love with Cyberbaura, 

a beautiful alien from the planet Venus. We would visit Futurelovers to share our love of 

doggie biscuits. We thought it would be a good idea to take this erotic future experience to 

Earth where the ‘SEX SHOPS' were tacky, dirty places. Humans then realized that sex can 

be fun, clean, cyber and cool!" Is there anything he cant turn his hand, sorry, paw to? Look¬ 

ing further into the planet’s future than next season's clubbing must-haves, Cyberdog also 

offer a recycling service. Any unwanted electronics can be sent to the store to he recycled, 

attesting to the company's investment in the future itself, not just what we ll be wearing. 

Just before lie struts off to meet up with Cyberbaura, Chi Chi has one final thing to say 

on why his designs are still popular, 20 years on, "Above all they are fun! And that is what 

clubbing should all he about. Now where are my dog biscuits?' 

SH0P.CYBERD06.NET 
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"Everyone dreams, 

but few people trust 

themselves to present 

their dreams for they 

are inhibited from 

making' public their 

perverse thoughts*” 

-H.R. GIGER, TtRH GIGER’S 
NECRQNQMICOIf 11976) 

f Our Biomechanoid Father f 
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first poster publishing company, reproduced several of his 

pieces as posters for mass distribution. 

The next decade was as equally traumatic as it was prolific 

for Gigen During this time the artist was inspired to create 

“H,R, Giger's Necronomicon' and "wet-cell” paintings, as well 

as a series of four collaborative works entitled “TagtrauirT (Day¬ 

dream) with Claude Sandoz and Walter Wegmuller, After the untimely 

suicide of his great love Li Tober in 1975, Giger struggled with his sorrow, 

channeling his pain and loss into his paintings and sculptures. Through his 

contact that same year with the American painter Bob Venosa, he found 

himself commissioned to work on the film Dune and, guided by a script 

penned by Moebius, Giger set about designing the world of The Har- 

ko nnen. 

The seventies served as a defining era for Giger's imprint on the world 

of modern science-fiction cinema. Upon viewing one of the first copies 

of Necronomicon director Ridley Scott and 20th Century Fox studios 

enlisted Giger to create the creature that has terrified the world as no 

other has for over thirty years. The feature film Alien catapulted Giger 

into creative genius stardom and in 1980 he was awarded the Oscar for 

Best Achievement in Visual Effects for his groundbreaking contribution 

to Hollywood. 

Having officially become the creature creator to which all other design¬ 

ers aspired, Giger returned home after a series of trips to New York City, 

which inspired his extraordinary architectural studies entitled “N.YP 

Git} '. Utilizing these paintings as a template, Cornelius de Fries 

and Giger began the development of their furniture collec¬ 

tion including the iconic chair utilized by The Harkon- 

nen in Dune. From the "Victory' paintings and "'To¬ 

tems”, mechanical rods capped each with a screaming 

head, to his work on the films The Tourist, Poltergeist 

II, Alien 3, and Specks, Giger continued to saturate 

every aspect of modern culture with his dark dreams 

for the next twenty years. 

From books and graphic novels such as Riomechan- | 

ics, Necronomicon 1 &i 2, Giger's Alien, Mystery of 

San Gottardo, H.R. Giger's Retrospective 1964-84, H«R. 

Giger Under Your Skin, and H.R. Gigers Arh+, as well as The 

Baphomet Tarot, to work on mechanized sculptures such as the Zodiac 

Fountain, Giger wras tireless in the focused implementation of his vi¬ 

sions. While multiple international exhibits of his creations continued 

to seduce awestruck audiences, work on what would become the Giger 

Bar in Chur, as well as the Giger Museum in Gruyerc, commenced un- 
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“YOU GET TALENT WHEN YOU DISCOVER THE GROUND OF YOUR PAIN. THERE IS HOPE I 
AND A KIND OF BEAUTY IN THERE SOMEWHERE. IF YOU LOOK FOR IT." | 

der the artists keen supervision in 1992, Tfirough the following creation of the mic stand for | 

the band Korn, to the Ibanez Guitars Signature Series and McFarlane toys, the world expressed 

its cravings for the twisted beauty in Giger s nightmarish depictions of his greatest fears and 1 

haunting interpretations of reality. What had begun as a young man's desire to change his fa- | 

thers perspective had become a multi-platform industry unto itself and a vast treasury of dark | 

surrealist art, 1 

By the conclusion of his life on May 12, 2014, H.R, Giger had irrefutably altered the human | 

culture in both our fantasies and our physical realities. Indeed, what many artists and designers § 

strive to achieve in a lifetime Giger was able to realize year after year, with each new undertaking 1 

more spectacular than its predecessor. To gaze upon a painting or sculpture by the Father of | 

Biomecanoid is to stare into a mirror within which the societal diplomacies that often blind us 1 

have been stripped aw'ay and our desires run rampant with our demons, Through a morbid, | 

often decadent decay, amidst landscapes consumed by an organic technology, the shy artist who | 

often found art shows depressing and publicity awkward was able to command a metaphysical | 

force acutely attuned to the vibration of humanity itself. Today the artists personal collection | 

housed within the H.R. Giger museum continues to he carefully preserved for future genera- | 

lions to experience and be forever changed by H.R. Giger was laid to rest on May 30, 2014 in 

the Fraumiinster reformed church in Zurich surrounded by the honor and adoration of friends, 1 

family, and fans, § 

H.R. Giger, we can never truly express our gratitude for showing us your hope, your beauty, 

and your pain, and for guiding us to the d iscovery of aspects of ourselves we might never have 

seen, Your world within worlds transformed us, showing us that truly anything is possible, and 

for this we thank you. ! 

WWW.HRGIGER.COM ! 
WWW.HRGIGERMUSEUM.COM ! 
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IN THE HEART OF HELL S KTTCHEN. NEW YORK CITY RESIDES ONE OF THE FOREMOST MECCAS FOR THE DARK ARTS MOVEMENT. AS AN EVOLUTION OF OWNER 

PAUL BOOTH'S DESIRE TO MERGE THE WORLDS OF TATTOOS AND FINE ART. THE LAST RITES GALLERY & TATTOO THEATER HAS BECOME INTERNATIONALLY 

KNOWN FOR ITS EXQUISITE CULTIVATION OF THE TRUE GENIUSES OF DARK ART AND THE SUPERB REPRESENTA TION OF THEIR WORK. THEIR MONTHL Y EXHIBI¬ 

TIONS SHOWCASE THE MOST PROFOUND AND THOUGHT-PROVOKING WORK. FROM BREATHTAKING SURREALISTIC OIL PAINTINGS INSPIRED BY THE WORK OF 

THE GREAT MASTERS TO BEAUTIFULLY CRYPTIC PHOTOGRAPHY REVOLVING AROUND THE STUDY OF THE HUMAN BODY. THE LAST RITES GALLERY CHALLENGES 

THE PRECONCEPTIONS AND PRETENSIONS OF THE MODERN ART WORLD. INVITING ENTHUSIASTS AND CRITICS FROM ALL GENRES AND MEDIUMS TO EXPAND 

THEIR OWN DEFINITION OF MACABRE AND DISCOVER THE TRUE BEAUTY AT ITS HEART. I SPOKE WITH DIRECTOR ERICA BERKOWITZ ABOUT THE CREATION OF THE 

GALLERY THAT HAS SO SUCCESSFULLY ELEVATED THE VOICE OF DARK ART AND ITS PURPOSE IN MODERN SOCIETY. - B Y GABRIELLE FAUST - 

"The name 'Last Rites' began with Paul Sooth's tattoo studio and years later, ex¬ 

tended to encompass his gallery as well," Berkowitz said,11 The macabre connotation 

of this term fit not only the dark nature of the artwork that both Booth and his gal¬ 

lery are known for, but for the rites of passage one experiences with the associated 

imagery;' 

As to the origin of the inspiration for the Last Rites Gallery Berkowitz replied, “As 

a child, Paul Booth would draw monsters and demons; his subjects always focusing 

on the darker side of life. He continued down this macabre path as he developed his 

career as both a tattoo artist and fine artist. What would be more appropriate for him 

when he opened up an art gallery than to focus on this genre of art?” 

Erica must rely on her keen eye in the selection and curation of new artists In order 

to deliver the extraordinary exhibitions the public has conic to expect, month after 

month. Her own appreciation for works of a more gothic or horror inspired motif has 

its foundation in an acceptance and intrigue of the more haunting aspects of life and 

those who serve to represent it. 

"My personal roots in the Dark Art movement come from my affinity towards sto¬ 

ries and images of a darker nature," she remarked. 'I've always been drawn to and 

inquisitive about what made myself and others disturbed and uncomfortable and 

found the candidacy of authors, artists and other creative professionals' desire and 

courage to expose such aesthetics or thoughts inspiring. The world is full of dichot¬ 

omies. I believe a well-balanced life and psyche comes from exploring all facets of 

these polarities;1 

"Last Rites regularly exhibits artists from a very specific pool of talent," Berkowitz 

stated. "It is our priority to bring our clients and patrons the most thought provoking, 

emotive and intellectually stimulating content stemming from the darkest reaches 

of our artist’s soul. We prefer work that causes discomfort and raises questions, yet 

at the s a m c ti m e, fo r m s a co nnecti on w it h o ur guests t h at t hey won't find anywh ene 

else;1 

She continued on to say, “This quote has always resonated with us here at Last 

Rites Gallery. 'Art should comfort the disturbed and disturb the comfortable.' It 

seems the author is indiscernible. We hope that the artwork we exhibit alongside 

the ambience we provide allows our guests to contemplate, question and leave with 

a new set of fingerprints on their soul." 

"Like all genres, the concept of Dark Art can be rather subjective, What disturbs 
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some may cause comfort in others, We ask every artist to use their palette, subject 

matter, lighting, etc. to communicate themes, stories or ideologies that fall within 

the shadows of their minds and hearts." 

Dark Art is a relatively new movement in the art world as a classification, though 

artists have incorporated disturbing and even nightmarish themes into their work 

for time immemorial. As the public has been introduced to, and subsequently se¬ 

duced by work that they might have otherwise shied away from, the Last Rites 

Gallery has had the unique vantage point of watching the scope of their audience 

change and broaden over time. 

Berkowitz stated, "Since Last Rites Gallery opened in 2008, we have seen both 

artists and patrons welcome the genre in their homes, artistic practices and lives. 

There has been an influx in artists who work with darker themes as well as clients 

who have taken to their works, We strongly hope that we exhibit art that although 

may be difficult for some, can still be respected and appreciated by all. Further, if is of 

the utmost importance to us that our artists can work freely and without judgment 

on their decision to work with such subjects." 

"In January of 2014, Last Rites Gallery and Tattoo Theatre relocated to a storefront, 

three floor, space on an up and coming block in the Garment District (midtown NYC). 

We certainly were an entirely new experience for both our neighbors and passerby's 

on the street. We've had the pleasure to meet many different types of people and 

hear a variety of positive feed back, We have become a regular destination for many, 

and offer a very different side to the art world. New patrons have been pleasantly 

surprised to learn that such a genre exists and that there is a resurgence of old mas¬ 

ter painting (a period many of our artists study and embrace) within the confines of 

an overpopulation of modern galleries. We also hope our new space has continued 

to intrigue and stimulate our dedicated patrons that have been with us since the be¬ 

ginning," 

While the demographic of their patrons continues to expand, there still remains, 

however, a stigma amongst many who arc too fearful to enter the world of Dark Art. 

"Our society and culture is still rather closed off to the darker nature of life," Ber¬ 

kowitz said, "We hope to expose the beauty in these often unacknowledged as¬ 

pects of existence, which after all. are essential to the human condition." 

She continued on to say, "Many of our exhibitions have showcased controversial 

images. From daguerreotypes by Mark Kessell that focused on deceased fetuses, 

to artists painting controversial figures such as Richard T Scott's portrait of author 

Deborah Feldman bleeding vaginally in a landscape chock full of mythological allu¬ 

sions, we aim to create discourse and elicit emotional reactions."' 

For those of us who already have immersed ourselves within this world, it is hard 

to contemplate how others could be fearful of approaching such subject matter for 

it is, after all, both a part of life and our own subconscious, I asked Erica what conclu¬ 

sions she had drawn from her observations over the years and what it is about Dark 

Art that draws us to it. 

"Perhaps it is the intrigue about the unknown or an area of thought often left to 

the shadows?” she replied. "Despite opposition from some, there is no doubt that 

such darker aspects are a part of all of us. At some point or another, we are all bound 

to acknowledge this," 

The Last Rites Gallery has curated dozens of exhibits over the past six years. With 

each new event they have learned a valuable lesson, both about the art industry, as 

well as the public s ever changing interaction. 

"Every exhibition we hold in our space is successful in some way," Berkowitz re¬ 

marked. "Every artist teaches us something new. We are always learning. Success 

can encompass an array of results that expand past sales, press coverage and at¬ 

tendance, If at least one person takes something away from a work of art, and that 

particular piece stays with them, we've done our job correctly." 

Erica Berkowitz and Paul Booth share an optimistic vision for the future of the 

Last Rites Gallery that the world they have worked so hard to build and nurture will 

continue to thrive. More than anything they desire, "...a continued safe haven and 

home to our artists and patrons as well as more growth and acceptance of this genre 

through constant exhibitions in house, at art fairs both domestically and internation¬ 

ally and perhaps one day at a museum." 

Through the complicated intellects and haunting dreams of artists, and mediums 

as varied as the bones within our bodies, the Dark Art movement has given birth to 

the diaiy of modern civilization. The Last Rites Gallery will continue to give the pages 

of this diary a voice, one spectacular exhibition at a time. 
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In 1976 a dark and romantic tale of a vampire in post-colonial New Orleans se¬ 

duced the world s imagination and forever transformed the face of modern liter¬ 

ature. Nearly four decades and thirty books later author Anne Rice has returned 

to the world of her beloved vampires to continue to tale as never told before. 

*f by Gabrielle Faust f 
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he impact of the Vampire Chronicles, as well as 

her other works, deeply inspired many of the as¬ 

pects of todays Goth culture, from fashion to our 

obsession with Newr Orleans, It was a profound 

influence, which Rice never could have imagined 

when first picking up her pen years ago. 

“When I started writing Interview with the Vampire, I had 

no ideas really about what impact it would have,” she said, “1 

realized it was an eccentric novel, I believed in my obsessions 

and my imagination, and I forged ahead, realizing it might never 

have a very large readership, if it was published at all.” 

She continued, “If the Vampire Chronicles have played a role 

in Goth culture in the last thirty years, I’m really unable to access 

exactly how and in what ways, I do think Goth culture is high¬ 

ly romantic. Those who embrace it want more than Shopping 

Malls and wall-to-wall carpet in their lives. They want beauty, 

elegance, mystery — elements they find in vampire literature 

in abundance and in a lot of rock music as well. Certainly my 

books are highly romantic, presenting vampires as sensitive and 

tragic heroes. Hie quest for beauty plays a big role in my books. 

Goths care passionately about beauty And obviously this has a 

great appeal, But I earn fully assess Goth culture over all, except 

to say that it is romantic and it looks to the recent past - the 

I9century for many of its motifs.” 

Anne Rice has often remarked of her deep connection to her 

main character Lestat, the notorious, extravagant, and gorgeous 

18th century French vampire known also known as “The Brat 

Prince', At times she has referred to him even as her 'alter ego". 

When asked about her relationship to her treasured Lestat, she re¬ 

plied, “I write instinctively, and organically, not questioning the fount 

of ideas as I move through a novel So I done rationally consider quite 

how Lestat is me. Rut I know that he is. His decisions as be faces his 
p 

challenges are my decisions. And of all the characters Ive ever creat¬ 

ed/ be is surely the most like me in some very basic sense, though in 

the real world T lack his power and his options. Over the years, as 1 see 

it, he has become a great hero, a soul who will not give up, no matter 

how often he is attacked or defeated. He represents my hope, my op¬ 

timism, and what 1 believe to be courage/' 

Rices return to the continuation of the Vampire Chronicles com¬ 

mences with the debut of one of the most highly anticipated vampire 

novels of today, Prince Lestat Many of the details of the plot line and 

character involvement have been kept top secret until the novels of¬ 

ficial release on October 28, However, she was able to reveal a few 

delicious tidbits about the new installment and what die-hard fans 

can expect. 

She remarked, 'Prince Lestat is only a true sequel to Queen of the 

Damned in that it is the first book since Queen to take up the entire 

tribe of the Undead around the world and what they are experiencing 

in the modern age, It is a sequel actually to all the Vampire Chronicles. 

It is set in the now," 

In addition, she added, “They can expect a lot of the old characters 

to reappear and speak and interact, and they can expect many new 

characters. Also some characters only briefly mentioned in the ear¬ 

lier books now come to the fore, are named, and have thoughts on 

LESTAT 
THE VAMP I BE CHRONICLES 
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all that is happening to the tribe of rhe Un¬ 

dead, Again, this is a novel large in scope like 

Queen of the Damned. Lestat is the beating 

heart of it, but it is about the whole tribe. ' 

After several years away from the Vampire 

Chronicles, Rice is sentimental about the re¬ 

turn of Lestat to her life and filled with an 

invigorated new passion for his world, 

“Lestat is my favorite character in all re¬ 

spects” she said, “In some ways, he is my 

most intense, and most successful character. 

There are times when I cannot make Lestat 

come to me; and then there are times when 

he takes over my imagination and 1 cant 

make him he quiet. I really do love all my 

characters. Love is what drives my creativity 

Rut Lestat, well, yes, he is my favorite char¬ 

acter for certain,” 

When asked, in retrospect, what some of 

her favorite scenes have been from previ¬ 

ous Vampire Chronicles novels, she replied, 

"Well, there are too many 'favorites5 for me 

to present a concise list. 1 love the hunting 

scenes in the novel Blood Canticle, where Les¬ 

tat goes on the prowl and seeks out victims, 

I felt these were some of the most intense 

hunting scenes for him that f ever wrote. I 

love the scene in Tale of the Body Thief where 

Lestat is walking around in the daylight (in 

his borrowed mortal body) experiencing the 

energy of mortals in the daytime, I love all 

the scenes of Heaven and Hell that Lestat 

experiences in Memnoch the Devil Rut there 

are so many others,” 

Two years ago, Anne Rice began her return 

to New Orleans for the Anne Rice Vampire 

Lestat masquerade ball, hosted each year by 

the Anne Rice Vampire Lestat Fan Club, 

While she currently resides in Palm Desert, California, the native bom 

New Orleanian claims ber heart forever resides in the Crescent City. 

"1 do hope to purchase a pied-a-terre in New Orleans in the future,'5 

she remarked. 'Its my home, where I was born, where my creativity 

and sensibilities were shaped, and I miss New Orleans terribly For me 

it is the most beautiful city in the world, and I long to return for ex¬ 

tended visits, to walk the streets of the French Quarter, to have coffee 

in the Cafe du Monde, to wander under the oaks of Audubon Park, 

to ride the streetcars..,, the works. To miss New Orleans is exquisitely 

painful. There is no place quite like it anywhere. Of course it proved 

the perfect place for my vampires - crowded, humid, colorful, beau¬ 

tiful, decadent — never sterile, never conformist, n eve £ predictable.” 

Having become one of the most influential writers within the vam¬ 

pire genre, inspiring thousands of authors around the world to pursue 

their own take on the mythos, 1 inquired as to her views on the current 

titles of the day and the evolution of the genre at large. 

"Its difficult for me to evaluate the vampire genre today because 1 

cannot keep up with the new vampire novels of contemporary writ¬ 

ers. Given what 1 do see, T would say there is a powerful tendency to 

domesticate the vampire, to make him into the boy next door, or the 

guy down rhe street who might meet you at Sam Merlotte's bar for 

Lestat is trip favorite character in all 
respects, in some maps, be is mp most 
intense, ant) most successful character. 
There are times mhen 3 cannot make 
Lestat come to me; ant) then there are 
times mben he takes oner mp imagina¬ 
tion anO 3 can’t make him be quiet. 3 
reallp t)o lone all mp characters. Lone is 
tnbat Orines mp creatinitp. But Lestat, 
tnell, pes, he is mp fanorite character for 
certain.” 

a chit-chat in a booth. And I think this is interesting and fine. 

My tendency however is towards mythologizing the vampire, ex¬ 

ploring him as larger than life, a huge and powerful hem who 

transcends time, and norms, and has insights to offer us as a time 

traveler and an immortal. 1 think in the future the genre can go 

anywhere! The concept of the vampire is so rich that authors will 

continue to unpack it in surprising and fascinating ways,'5 

With over one million followers on Face hook alone, Rice has 

become a leading example to other authors on the importance of 

developing a connection with readers. 

"Social Media has been great for me. As a writer and a per¬ 

son Tve always been very isolated and to some extent lonely and 

though this is good for creativity, this can also induce paranoia 

and mistaken perceptions of how ones books are being re¬ 

ceived and what is going on in the great world. Social media has 

brought me into greater contact with my readers on Face book 

and by email and I absolutely love it, I love their feedback and 

their questions. I love who they are, I have always loved my read¬ 

ers, loved seeing them at signings, but now to be able to go on 

FR every day and chat with them, well, its marvelous. Simply 

marvelous. I can ask them my most serious questions and they 

give me great answers, And I try to answer their amazing and 

\ 

\ 
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surprising questions as well, I trust them. They make the whole 

thing worthwhile,5' 

Many fans were perplexed when Rice publicly stated she was 

stepping away from her paranormal literature to pursue the ex¬ 

ploration of a religious path, which eventually led to a “public 

break with organized religion in 2010, I was curious what in¬ 

fluence such an introspective and personal journey had on Rice's 

work and how it helped form her newr writing, such as Prince 

Lestat. 

To this question she replied, "I don’t know that my own spiri¬ 

tual or philosophical journey has at all changed my writing. My 

writing reflects the journey. It always has. Nothing has changed 

fundamentally in the way I approach character or story, I write 

instinctively, as I have said many times, through the medium of a 

character, a character’s feeling and his or her point of view. I dis¬ 

cover the plot through exploring a character's obsessions, desires, 

joys and pain. This has been my approach since the beginning, I 

knowr of no other way to write. Perhaps this is why I am primarily 

known for characters. When T talk to my readers anywhere ever, 

they speak of characters. They talk about Lestat, Louis, Armand, 

Michael Curry of The Witching Hour, or Jesus in Christ the Lord\ 

Out of Egypt, They speak of identifying with or caring for those 

people. Readers almost never praise me for plot or storytelling. 

When they ask for a new book, they reference the character: 'I 

want to know more about Julien Mayfair, or I want to know 

more about Ramses, the Damned,’ It’s always that way I've made 

many experiments in prose style - but characters drive the work 

always,” 

She continued, guess I want the Gothic Beauty readers to 

knowr Tm thrilled to he writing with and about Lestat again, I’m 

thrilled that he’s come back to me. In retrospect I think it is good 

that Lestat went silent for so long, I associated him with some of 

the darkest, most painful periods in my life. For years, I had no 

new stories to tell wfith Lestat, I couldn’t reach him. And he and 

I had to recover from the pain of earlier years. We had to grieve, 

I don't think Prince Lestat in its present form could have been 

conceived back in 2003 or 4. Quite impossible. And I’m thrilled 

with the new vision that fired the novel, I hope w ith all my heart 

the readers will enjoy it. I'm writing the next Lestat novel too. I 

see Prince Lestat as a reboot of the Chronicles. I am filled writh 

energy and enthusiasm for my beloved vampire characters again. 

It feels so good.” 

There is no doubt that Anne Rice was and wri11 continue to be 

the true Queen of the Vampires as her characters live on in the 

minds of millions. Introspective and kind, elegant and regal, her 

passion for her craft and for the legends she wreaves is intoxicating 

and inspiring. And with the debut of Prince Lestat, her fans may 

look forward to immersing themselves once more in the vampires 

who stole their hearts so long ago. 

WWW.ANNERICE.DOM 
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/ANNERICEFANPAGE 
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FOR ALL OF OUR DELUSIONS OF IMMORTALITY IN OUR YOUTH WE AS HUMANS ARE 
FRAGILE BEINGS WHEN COMPARED TO MANY OF THE CREATURES THAT CRAWL THE 
FACE OF THIS PLANET. WE INSTEAD CREATE ARMOR TO SHIELD OUR SOFT FLESH AND 
MUSCLE AND INTIMIDATE OUR FOES; BECOMINGTHE FIERCE AND MAJESTIC WARRIOR 
OTHER LIVING THINGS ARE SIMPLY BORN AS. SPINES AND QUILLS AND SECTIONED 
EXOSKELETONS ARE AS STUNNING TO BEHOLD AS THEY ARE FEARSOME, TAKING 
THAT WHICH LIES BENEATH AND DISPLAYING IT FOR ALL THE WORLD’S PREDATORS 
TO SEE. FOR ACCESSORIES DESIGNER NIKA DANIELSKA, THIS ALIEN AESTHETIC 
HAS BECOME A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION, MOLDING HER FANTASTICAL CREATIONS 
TO LEND TO THE HUMAN FORM A FUTURISTIC OFF-WORLD POETRY WHOLLY UNLIKE 
ANY OTHER DESIGNER TODAY. 

BY GABRIELLE FAUST BY KRZYSZTOF UBYCH 



anietaka was originally inspired by the works of H*R. Giger, 

whose creations served as the foundation for much of the 

modern age of horror and science fiction, as well as the 

complex structure of the natural world. 

“I am also interested in how different organisms are built 

in terms of a skeletal design. Primarily humans and sea creatures/5 she 

said. 1 also draw inspiration from plants and insects—the more un¬ 

usual the better.. This is also complemented by my interest in bondage* 

My designs are exoskeletons, which constrict the body in tbe name of 

fashion/5 

The fetish aspects of Danielskas designs are in essence an attempt to 

challenge the audience's preconception of beauty and fashion. “What I 

try to give people is an alternative to what everyone accepts/5 she com¬ 

mented. “This morbid aesthetic of beauty is both thrilling and alluring.55 

She continued on to say, 'My aim is mainly to show the body in a 

different context* Be it a glamour woman or a woman warrior. I am in- 
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re rested hi creating unusual designs that are often impractical, but 

make the body look interesting and attractive. My idea is to create 

an accessory or outfit based on a skeletal system and it is often up to 

a photographer what the ultimate artistic result will be,” 

Th is blending of fine art and fashion design creates a strange para¬ 

dox, transforming the individual wearing the accessory into a work 

of art themselves. While many designers aim to develop wearable 

lines of either couture garments or collections with the promise of 

manufacturability, Dan id ska stays true to her creative vision and 

the simple, yet time consuming process behind each piece. Howev¬ 

er, she does confess to having had little to no official art or design 

training before embarking on her journey. Self-taught, her process 

is one she has developed on her own from pure experimentation, 

''First I create a design structure from wires of different width,” 

she replied when asked about this process, "Then I cover this wire 

frame with tissue paper mixed with glue. Although the designs seem 

utterly fragile and easily damaged, they are in fact very durable.” 

“I AM ALSO INTERESTED IN HOW 
DIFFERENT ORGANISMS ARE BUILT 
IN TERMS OF A SKELETAL DESIGN. 

PRIMARILY HUMANS AND SEA 
creatures; she said, i also 

DRAW INSPIRATION FROM PLANTS 
AND INSECTS—THE MORE UNUSUAL 

THE BETTER. THIS IS ALSO 
COMPLEMENTED BY MY INTEREST 

IN BONDAGE. MY DESIGNS ARE 
EXOSKELETONS. WHICH CONSTRICT 

THE BODY IN THE NAME OF 
FASHION” 

While still newr to the fashion design and art worlds her unique 

perspective has attracted the eye of photographers such as Sylwia 

Makris and models such as Melanie Gaydos. According to Daniels- 

ka, collaboration with such talents has lent her wo rk a “new artistic 

dimension”, which she is incredibly proud of as one of her greatest 

accomplishments to date, 

Nika DanEelskas personal philosophy as it pertains to art and life 

is simple, “Create, learn about new ideas, improve yourself, and 

find inspiration.” She has made no mention as to whether or not 

she will he developing a more "wearable' collection or what we can 

truly expect from her designs in the future. However, there is no 

doubt that whatever bizarre creation she dreams up will be beauti¬ 

ful and dangerous. With the future at her fingertips, she is currently 

working on a series of new designs, which she hopes to reveal to the 

world later this year. The details are a mystery and left only to pure 

imagination. 

FACEBOOK.COM/NIKA.DANIELSKA 
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THE 
RELATIVITY 
OF STRANGE 

AN INTERVIEW WITH EVAN MICHELSON 
OF OBSCURA ANTIQUES & ODDITIES 

ARE YOU IN THE MARKET FOR A TAXIDERMY TWO-HEADED CALF WITH A 
RARE CYCLOPEAN DISFIGUREMENT? HOW ABOUT AN ANTIQUE SET OF 
BIZARRE CENTURY-OLD MEDICAL IMPLEMENTS BETTER SUITED FOR 
TORTURE THAN SURGERY? OR PERHAPS A STRAIGHTJACKET IS MORE YOUR 
STYLE, ONLY SLIGHTLY USED OF COURSE? AT OBSCURA ANTIQUES & 
ODDITIES ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE AND THE OUTER REACHES OF EVOLUTION 
JUST MAY SIT WATCHING YOU FROM A SHELF NEARBY, CRADLED IN A JAR OF 

OLD FORMALDEHYDE. — BY GABRIELLE FAUST — 
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The fascination wirh the strange and often 

macabre aspects of existence does not limit 

itself to the Goth world, as the mainstream 

may believe. From doctors and attorneys, to 

musicians and sideshow performers, the de¬ 

sire to cultivate and collect that which chal¬ 

lenges the intellect on a cultural, artistic and 

historical level simultaneously, is simply hu¬ 

man nature. It is a gateway to the unknown, 

a rare insight into other worlds within our 

own, which wre may otherwise never cross 

paths with, Or, maybe, its just a cool con¬ 

versation piece at a dinner party, “Is that,,, 

that., .what the heck is that?”41 Why, its a vin¬ 

tage medical skull from Seifert, Berlin! Let me 

tell you all about it,.,” 

“Everyone is drawn to their own idea of 

what is beautiful; you want to surround 

yourself with it and you want to contemplate 

it,” remarked Evan Michelson, co-founder of 

Obscura Antiques Sc Oddities, “It just makes 

sense that folks who love weird things want 

to own weird things. For those of us who live 

wirh and love these things, they don't seem 

bizarre at all,” 

Evan Michelsons and husband Mike 

Zohn’s shared mutual interest in the peculiar 

evolved into a thriving business in Manhat¬ 

tan accompanied by an internationally popu¬ 

lar reality TV series entitled simply Oddities. 

Alongside Ryan Matthews, a buyer with a 

keen eye for the extraordinary anomalies and 

unusual antiques desired by their clientele, 

Zohn and Michelson scour the United States 

for the perfect items for both their in-store 

collection, as well as potential buyers, “Ob¬ 

scura Antiques occurred organically with no 

concept in mind other than buying, selling 

and collecting things that we both loved,” 

Michelson said. “Mike and I just wandered 

into it, and then wre stayed,” 

' My personal interest in the strange, the 

dark and the fantastically morbid is lifelong,” 

she continued on to say “I was absolutely 

born this way” 

No two customers are ever identical in their 

tastes, according to Michelson, with wonder¬ 

fully individual perspectives when it comes to 
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the world of collectible phenomenon and the definition of "strange”* What 

might be considered terrifying to one person may be viewed as endearing 

to another. 

When asked what the most bizarre item was, thus far, that she has pro¬ 

cured for their shop, she replied, "Strange is relative. Shrunken heads never 

cease to amaze, hut the Victorian anatomized ear/tape dispenser was defi¬ 

nitely unique. We only have a few items in-store that are not for sale (a 

mini museum of sorts). We keep those few things that are particularly rare, 

particularly beautiful, or particularly strange," 

Interestingly enough, there has apparently never been a request too out¬ 

landish for Michelson, Zohn, and Matthews to attempt to track down for 

a client, “No Hummels, Ever,'5 she replied. 

However, the success of Obscura Antiques Sc Oddities does not stem from 

simply a wonderful collection of "strange” alone. Michelson and Zohn have 

spent years honing their intuition, as well as their social and business con¬ 

nections within a vast array of industries, from the arts to entertainment to 

the sciences, in order to allocate those items that will set their store apart, 

"'When it comes to antiques, you have to learn to trust your own eye,” 

Michelson stated. "You have to know how to sniff out where the good stuff 

is, and you have to maintain a network of like-minded souls. You have to 

be able to tell something authentic from a good fake. Collecting is both an 

art and a science; time and experience are the best teachers.” 

When asked what someone interested in a profession such as hers truly 

needs, Michelson replied, "The only qualities you need to excel in any field 

are passion and discipline. I’m lucky enough to have had a solid liberal arts 

background, but research is a lifelong pleasure to a curious soul." 

After decades of building their business, and at the height of the reality 

television craze, there w^as an unexpected opportunity for a specialty series 

focused on the store and the art of collecting oddities. 

"Mike and I were minding our own business when we were approached 

by several production companies to do a show Everything happened at 

once. We went with the Science Channel because they seemed to under¬ 

stand that the science/geek factor of the show' would be high, and the "dra¬ 

ma" would be kept to a minimum ” 

On November 4, 2010 the first episode of Oddities debuted with a search 

for a mummified cat. Of the celebrity clientele who has been featured on 

the show since that time, some of the most notable faces have included 

Johnathan Davis of Korn, Genesis P-Orridge, Voltaire, video game design¬ 

er Richard Garriott, director Lloyd Kaufman, New York playwright Edgar 

Oliver, and burlesque dancer Dita von Teese. Four seasons later, the series 

continues to grow with spin-offs including Oddities: San Francisco and Odd 

Folks Home, which have often featured familiar characters from the original 

show. 

When asked to ponder the future of Obscura Antiques & Oddities, Mi¬ 

chel son replied, “The future will (in all probability) look very much like the 

past .” And therein lies the delightful irony 

Evan Michelson, Mike Zohn, and Ryan Matthews continue to explore 

the world, expanding their astoundEngly vast understanding and memori¬ 

zation of the rarest aspects of our varied cultural pasts. As long as humanity 

continues to confound and mystify with its, at times perplexing, inventions 

and haunting traditions, the walls of their spookily cozy shop in Manhattan 

will always be lined with the most intriguing of oddities, from goat-skull 

chandeliers to monkey paws and more. After all, one never knows just what 

or who might wralk through the door. 

OBSCURA ANTIQUES & ODDITIES IS LOCATED AT 207 AVENUE A. JUST 
BELOW 13TH STREET IN NEW YORK CITY. THEY CAN ALSO BE FOUND ONLINE 
AT WWW.OBSCURAANTIOUES.COM AS WELL AS ON FACEB00K. 
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-- GLOOMTH AND THE CULT OF MELANCHOLY arrived on the scene several years ago and quickly became a key 

player in the world of alternative fashion* Known for their Lolita and Victorian mourning'in spired clothing, Gloomth *s aesthetic 

resonates with goths and others with an alternative side around the world* ' BY GAIL BRAS IE ' 
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Gothic Beauty last spoke with Taeden Hall, the wonv 

an behind the popular label Gloomth and the Cult of 

Melancholy, in 2009; Gloomth has been thriving in 

the last few years, growing and changing, and Taeden 

graciously agreed to talk to us about how things have 

been going for her and her label since then. 
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She discusses her label and the people involved in terms of family, albeit maybe a bit of a nom 

traditional one, She says that seeing our label develop has been like watching a developing 

child, or rather a little monster. We had our awkward adolescence, struggling to find our own 

unique voice and maybe put too much energy towards unproductive activities, and we are now 

maturing into our style and aesthetic/' 

Despite the growing pains of their adolescence, Taeden is pleased with 

the direction Gloomth is going, as well as the creative team she works 

with, which has changed over the years as well. She says that “we're now 

stronger than ever, with a fantastic team (our Gloomth family) behind 

us and feel so optimistic and excited for the future/ 

When Gothic Beauty last talked with Taeden, she discussed expanding 

her designs to include menswear, and while she says that menswear line 

has become a bit of “a footnote” for the time being, she adds that'T do 

intend ro revisit the designs and hopefully create some items for the 

boys out there- but the requests for it are usually outweighed by those 

for girlier attire. Maybe the lads should wear more dresses?” 

Originally, the St, Gloomth Academy line, a collaboration with the 

independent design and press company House of Pomegranates, was 

intended to be a menswear line, but creativity overflowed and now die 

line boasts a full collection of clothing for men and women. The St, 

Gloomth Academy line is one of Taedens favorites of the Gloomth 

themed collections, and she loves collaborating with House of Pome¬ 

granates, saying ' their designer's outlook is rooted more in couture and 

the runway whereas ours is in street fashion styles and d.i.y. subculture 

apparel. The blend has really helped Gloomth develop our aesthetic and 

brought us to the next level 1 believe,” 

Additionally, House of Pomegranates is planning on publishing sever¬ 

al classic vampire stories in the public domain, which Taeden has been 

commissioned to create illustrations for. 

Gloomth offers a small collection of accessories as well, including jew¬ 

elry made by some of Gloomth s models. While Taeden doesn't current¬ 

ly have time to design and create jewelry, two of her models make lovely 

things, including chain-mail wrist cuffs, chokers, and elegant necklaces, 

Taeden wanted to feature their work and began selling it in her shop, 

She says that hlit harkens back to the Gloomth family idea. Its import¬ 

ant for us to promote other independent arrists and creators,” 

As an artist, there is always a tension between designing solely for 

yourself, following your own muse and your own creative inclinations, 

and imagining and forecasting what clients desire and catering to that, 

Many creative and artistic people believe in following their own in¬ 

stincts and interests, believing this is the key to both creative honesty 

and integrity, and Taeden is among their number. She says that “Tine 

pieces shown on Gloomth are all designs 1 wished were in my wardrobe 

or I wished to see worn by others. Styles 1 adore and feel really confident 

about.” Her convictions to follow her own creative lights are working 

out just fine, since her growing customer base is as in love with her 

designs as she is, 

Compromises must always be made, whether due to cost, availabil¬ 

ity, time, or a number of other things that makes up the intersection 

between creation and that bugbear practicality. In Gloomth1s case its a 

relatively minor one, which Taeden describes thusly, "The only compro¬ 

mises we make are in fabrics, often I want to create designs in totally 

unreasonable and expensive textiles or with loads of hand sewn details- 

and these things sadly aren't practical when people would like to get 

their clothes semi-quickly and at a reasonable cost,” 

Taeden is still utterly fascinated by fabric, the look and feel of it, and 

while she’ll forgo using antique fabrics for the sake of cost and availabil¬ 

ity in her dresses and skirts, she does find ways of utilizing it wrhen she 

can. Their limited edition ‘Folks” dress, for example, features trim from 

the 1960s, and Taeden says that "we 

definitely use lots of such things in 

our hair accessories as well—from 

old clock parts to Victorian jet and 

fringes.” 

While a lot has changed for 

Gloomth in the past five years, some 

things have stayed the same, including Taedens commitment to using 

locally sourced materials whenever possible, which she has discussed 

elsewhere, and tells me we still source as much as possible within the 

country. It's very important to me to contribute to tbe local economy 

and other artists, and to find the most ethical and sustainable sources and 

methods for production we can/ Buying locally not only supports arrists 

and the economy in her region, it also helps ensure that the materials used 

in Gloomths pieces are not coming from a place of exploitation, Taeden 

continues by saying “as we’ve grown the option to outsource our produc¬ 

tion overseas has come up time and again, and though it would be nice to 

have a sea of stock items to ship from it would change our brand identity 

significantly I think. It s always been important to me to create jobs and 

keep as much of what we do as a business local, especially with how the 

economy has changed the last few years. We made the decision in late 

2010 to develop our own production studio and keep the manufacturing 

local and within our Gloomth family and its worked out beautifully/ 

In addition, Taeden and die Gloomth family are also committed to 

wasting as little fabric and materials as possible; they use leftover fabric 

from their clothing designs for accessories, for example, and also donate 

scrap pieces to local schools for the students to use for crafting projects, 

Taeden understands the importance of finding an aesthetic niche in a 

subculture, and recognizes this as one of the largest challenges of being an 

independent designer She is grateful for tbe customer and fan base that 

Gloomth has connected to, saying, “as an artist there is no better gift than 

an audience, of a community of like-minded misfits to share our dream 

with- that has been the biggest reward of all. It s incredible connecting 

with others who feel the same across the planet.” 

One of the ways Gloomth connects with their audience is through their 

street team, called the Undead Army, a collection of individuals who 

spread the word of Gloomth through flyers, stickers and word-of-mouth, 

Gloomth is also championed by event coordinators and club promoters 

but Taeden still loves connecting with individuals who share her enthu¬ 

siasm about the label. In addition, Gloomth keeps a regularly updated 

e-zine called the gloomthzine. 

Taeden has a laundry list of future goals as wrell, including things in pro¬ 

cess and those more far off. They include re-introducing Gloomth’s line of 

swimwear and organizing their very first Gloomth Tea Party. In addition, 

Taeden and her crew are also "working on a line of t-shirts and cutsews 

that can be coordinated with our dresses and skirts for casual looks/ With 

the line of casual pieces, wearers will be able to Gloomth out more often, 

depending on their mood and the occasion, so this is very exciting news. 

What's more, Gloomth is looking to find a creative art space open to 

the public “where we can throw regular events with the brand and our 

collaborators and host more fittings and sales events.” This would be a 

manifestation of everything we love about Gloomth in a physical, tempo¬ 

ral world, all in one place. 

Another way to manifest that, of course, is to wear Taeden’s creations, 

although once you do you’re showcasing not only Gloomth, but your 

own i mpeccable taste, sense of aesthetic, and some would argue, yourself 

WWW.GLOOMTH.COM 
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DESIGNER ANU TERA OFFERS 
STARK AND BOLD JEWELRY 
ACCESSORIES INSPIRED BY 
INDUSTRIAL CIVILIZATION 

AND NATURE ALIKE. 

PHOTOGRAPHY Suzanne Emanuelsson STYLING Sara Larocca Ramm 

MAKEUP/HAIR Regina Torn wall MODEL Agnes [at] Avenue Models 
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BY GAIL BRASIE - 

THE JEWELRY AND 
ACCESSORIES BY THE 

ESTONIAN-BASED ANUTERA 

ARE ALMOST SCULPTURAL, 

HARD-EDGED AND IN SOME 

CASES VAGUELY SINISTER, 

THERE'S AN EERINESS ABOUT 

THEM THAT IS ALLURING, A 

QUALITY THAT IS FAE AND 

OTHERWORLDLY THEY EVOKE 

BOTH INDUSTRIAL LAND¬ 

SCAPES AND NATURE, BUT A 

KIND OF NATURE THAT ISN’T 

PRECISELY BENEVOLENT 

HER “PORTAL’ HAIRPIECE, FOR 

EXAMPLE, BRINGS TO MIND A 

GATE OR DOORWAY TO 

ANOTHER REALM, THERE’S 

AN INTERESTING TENSION IN 

SEVERAL OF HER PIECES, AS 

THEY EVOKE BOTH NATURE 

AND A TYPE OF AUSTERITY 

THAT ISN’T USUALLY 

ASSOCIATED WITH THE 

FORMER. IT’S AN IMPRESSIVE 

ACHIEVEMENT, AND ONE 

THAT MAKES ANU TERA’S 

CREATIONS STAND OUT AND 

APART 
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Arm is a good example of someone who early on recognized tbe 

desire to create but without the automatic or instantaneous un¬ 

derstanding of what form that creation would take, She says “I 

always knew I wanted to create something with my hands* I enjoy 

displaying things without having to explain them, or being too 

literal with what they are, or what I’m trying to say." She also knew 

she wanted to do something in art, not necessarily classic arts, and 

she knew product-design wasn’t right for her* She emphatically did 

not want to design clothing either. So she thought designing ac¬ 

cessories might be a good fit, since it involves the design aspect as 

well as the artistic aspect but isn't exactly clothing or products. Her 

decision turned out to suit her well, and her label came from here* 

Ann attended the Estonian Academy of Arts and specialized in 

Leather art and Accessory Design* After graduating, she traveled 

to Germany and Sweden to take positions with design labels there. 

She made several good friends in Sweden who encouraged her to 

begin her own label, especially since working for larger companies 

was beginning to stymie Anus creativity. Of this, she says “„.*I felt 

really stuck in the jobs I was doing* Creatively, I felt stuck working 

for bigger brands, because 1 couldn’t express myself as much as 1 

wanted to." While she had the rock-solid support and encouragement 

of her friends, Anu, l ike so many, didn’t have confidence in her¬ 

self at first, so she held back from launching her own 

label. Slue says that “at that time, I really didn't believe 

in the idea myself, but I’m really glad they helped and 

supported me. That gave me the strength and courage to start 

as an independent designer" 

Regarding the most vital and rewarding elements of working 

in a creative field for yourself and no one else, Anu states that for 

her, its “most importantly; working without creative boundar¬ 

ies* It’s definitely the greatest reward." But she has a keen under¬ 

standing about how that creative freedom is tempered with its 

own set of obstacles, made clear as she continues, 'Ironically the 

biggest challenge of being an independent designer is having 

no creative boundaries* You could have millions of ideas, and 

you’re the one who has to decide which ones to pick, and which 

ones to leave alone. So it cuts both ways; you gain your creative 

freedom, but it makes you kind of crazy" The key it seems, is 

finding a balance or harmony between the freedom of having 

complete control of your creative output and which ideas and 

concepts you decide to nurture and allowr to take form* 

When asked about her inspiration for her jewelry and ac¬ 

cessories, Anu says well, a lot of my inspiration comes from 

the relationship between the natural and modern spaces we 

inhabit ’ This is certainly reflected in her metal, leather and 

crystal hairpieces, as well as the necklaces, which present both a 

starkness and richness that is rare to find. She goes 

on to describe howr "first is the core of a story and 

mood, then the ideas and shapes evolve around it* 

Part comes from my raw emotions, or sometimes 

even the lack of emotion; you can create from that 

too." As bleak as that second part may sound up front, 

it’s a valid and interesting perspective to take on creativity 

Often people expect all inspiration to come from a well- 

spring of feeling, thought or some type of visual source, where 

emptiness or a lack of something can, in fact, be just as inspir- 

Just as there is tension between the natural and modern world, 

n. * * 

El 

there is tension between feeling and the absence of it; both these tensions 

are fertile creative ground. Inspiration-wise, Anu also looks for things that 

have an immanent sense of familiar icy, belonging and a sense of home* She 

says that, “I never feel like I belong anywhere so if some material, shape or 

color makes me feel like home I try to combine it in my own work." 

Utilizing primarily leather, brass, iron and crystals as her wrorking ma¬ 

terials Anu talks about their balance and ability to speak without much 

manipulation* She describes leather as a living material, adding that “the 

structure itself is engaging* To add something opposite next to it like brass 

or iron- it gives this cold and ‘hollow' feeling* Strong materials can speak a 

lot* They balance each other." 

Anus work includes an amount of collaboration as well* Some of her 

pieces, such as the “Curved Iron Necklace/Hairpiece" and the "'Iron Cage 

Bracelet'’ include metalwork by the blacksmith Tarvo Porroson. Of their 

collaboration, Anu says “Tarvo is my super talented blacksmith* He takes 

care of the technical side with metal parts. I can be really stubborn with 

my ideas and 1 always need to find a wray hew to make things happen even 

if it seems technically complicated* He has the satue mindset so we work 

together really well* ” 

Her goals for the future are humble and level-minded, demonstrating a 

lack of interest in participating in fervent expansion, having instead an eye 

towards making quality items of unique artistic vision, and working very 

closely with her customers* Anu says that “I try to take life as it comes* I 

want to keep my brand small and individual as it is now," 

WWW.ANUTERA.COM 
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Dolluxe Eye Lashes * 
The geniuses behind 

Rock Star Wigs also I 
make false eyelashes, so | 
you can be Lolita-fabu¬ 
lous with minimal effort, r 
Each style of lashes is 
available as a single pair . 
or in generous three- I 
pair packs. They include i 
eyelash glue and instruc¬ 
tions (as you would ex- i 
pect). The packaging is 1 
eye-catching with the ] 
lashes showing through 
a heart-shaped win- I 
dow - just right for lovers 
of loli everywhere! Hie i 
“Lashing Out Loud" lash¬ 
es combine two lengths ■ 
for a striking effect, with I 
six longer sections giv¬ 
ing the look of full-on 1 
dolly eyes, ''Whiplash 
Attack1’ is more subtle, | 
with side-swept lashes 
elongating and accen- I 
tuating the natural eye 
shape.. "Underlash BM are I 

designed to be worn on 
the lower lashes, as their 
name might suggest. 
They effectively draw 
attention to the eye and 
add extra glamour when 
worn with upper lashes 
too, The strip that the 
lashes are mounted on is 
flexible and thin allowing 
it to shape easily to the 
eye and although lon¬ 
ger, more dramatic false 
lashes can be fiddly, with 
a bit of practice the result 
is worth it! Removing the 
old glue after they have 
been removed from the 
eye will extended the life 
of the lashes, allowing 
them to be reused again 
and again. Their Face- 
book page also posts 
links to make-up tuto¬ 
rials so you can achieve 
the complete Lolita look, 
step-by-step. 

BY LENORE GWYNN 
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ELIMIN fAL HlRtS 

PACIFIC MIST 

Elemental Herbs 
do a lot more than the 

average environmen¬ 
tally friendly cosmetics 
company. Based in 
California they pride 
themselves on using all 
natural, organic Ingredi¬ 
ents, tested on humans 
only and sold in recycled 
(or recyclable) packag¬ 
ing. Their company HQ 
Is on an organic farm 
and even their com¬ 
pany vehicles run on 
bio-diesel. They even 
donate 1% of all revenue 
to environmental and 
social causes. With all 
this in mind using their 
new lip balms feels even 
better on your face (and 
the planet). Their popu¬ 
lar range 'All Good Lips' 
has been released in a 
new range of five tints - 
Alpine Pink, Red Rocks, 
Barnabe Rose (named 
after Elemental Herbs’ I 

birthplace), Maroon 
Creek and Copper Can¬ 
yon, as well as a clear 
shimmer stick Pacific 
Mist. All the varieties 
are inspired by nature, 
are SPF1S and perfectly 
pocket-sized. The colors 
are natural too, made 
from earth minerals and 
flavored with pepper¬ 
mint essential oil, giving 
lips a refreshing tingle, 
The balms are not heavy 
or thick, but substantial 
enough to last through 
eating and drinking, and 
the colors are subtle 
for everyday use. They 
contain beeswax, olive 
oil and calendula (all 
organic of course) and 
Vitamin E to moisturize 
and protect lips and are 
slim enough to fit in tight 
jean pockets without 
bulging! 

BY LENORE GWYNN 
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Aussie “Aussome 
Volume" i talk a lot 
about my addiction to 
coloring my hair. And, 
over time, because of 
the constant bleaching 
and dying my lovely 
locks just aren't quite 
as thick as they were 
when I was in my teens. 
I am constantly on the 
search for new prod¬ 
ucts that will increase 
volume and strength 
without the installation 
of costly extensions, 
etc. Most products 
fall just short of their 
promises, unfortunately. 
However, I have found 
one (finally!) that does 
exactly what it says it 
will do and in less time 
than imagined. Aussie® 
is a brand that has been 
around for decades and 
has become synony¬ 
mous with long beautiful 
locks. The new “Auss- 
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ome Volume" shampoo 
and conditioner is a 
lightweight combination 
that fortifies your hair 
making it shinier and 
stronger while adding 
an incredible amount 
of vol ume after just 
one use. In fact, I love 
the results from using 
41 Aussome Volume’1 that 
1 have ceased my usage 
of mousse and many of 
my other styling prod¬ 
ucts simply because I 
love the look and feel 
the product gives my 
hair. This is one product 
I highly recommend 
for anyone looking to 
quicken the life back to 
their tresses. Aussie 
41 Aussome Volume’1 is 
available at most gro¬ 
cery and drug stores for 
roughly $4.99 a bottle. 

BY GABRIELLE FAUST 

Black Phoenix 
Alchemy Lab 
Perfume Oil Blends 

These perfume oil 
I blends are from the 

collections Ars Moriendi 
and Bewitching Brews. 
Both collections offer 
a number more scents, 
these are merely a 
handful of the ones on 

I offer, From Ars Moriendi 
were the perfume oils 

| called ^'Danse Maca¬ 
bre/' “The Ghost’' and 

| “Haunted" while from 
Bewitching Brews I 

| got to try “Absinthe,1' 

“Bewitched," “Blood/1 
| “Blood Kiss/’ and “Buri¬ 

al/1 These perfume oils 
| pack a lot of punch, and 
there is a nice variety 

| here as well. The “Danse 
Macabre1'Isa rich, 
potent blend, sultry and 

I earthy. “The Ghost1 is 
easily my favorite from 

I the whole group. It’s 

alight, almost insub¬ 
stantial mix of different 
floral scents. “Haunted" 
features a more subtle 
scent that's a bit musky, 
but just enough. The 
" Absinthe" perfume oil 
evokes the drink itself, 
but also the mood of 
Victorian parlors and 
the elaborate prepa¬ 
ration for the drink: 
complex and beautiful. 
"Bewitched" makes me 
think of the earth, and it 
smells like berries, but 
with darker undertones. 

Given the truly out¬ 
standing amount of 
variety offered, there is 
sure to be something 
(or several things) for 
just about everyone. I've 
found that these bold 
and unique oils wear 
well, lasting tong into the 
day or night. 

BY GAIL BRAS IE 

STAFF PICK 

u 

u AUTUMN” RESIN BANGLE 
BY OMNIA STUDIOS 

This bangle in dear resin is a study in contrasts, 
featuring a stark black scene of dormant trees, 
birds and telephone-lines that arc across the 
bracelet. The image evokes the end of the autumn 
season—approaching cold, leafless trees, birds 
heading south, Its beauty is muted and under¬ 
stated, with a dear emphasis on the importance 
of lines. Tie bangle itself is almost impossibly 
lightweight. The design is subtle yet eye-catching, 
and can easily be worn with a number of differ¬ 
ent looks. The dear resin contains tiny bubbles, a 
pretty and gentle reminder that this item is hand¬ 
made. Tile artists at Omnia Studios sent, along 
with the bangle, a few beautiful postcards as well, 
and I was delighted to find out their business card 
is made to resemble a Ouija board. 

WWW.OMNIAODDITIES.COM 

1 Alchemy 
. Inamorato Locket 
1 Having been in business 

since 1977, Alchemy has 
I long since staked out a 

place as one of the most 
| reliable purveyors of 

gothic jewelry. 
I The “Inamorato" locket 

is a surprisingly heavy, 

I substantial piece of 
1 jewelry. Cast in pew- 
. ter, the heart-shaped 
I locket has an elaborate 
. design comprised of a 
I skull surrounded by Art 

Noveau-style details on 
I the front. Dangling from 

the point of the heart is 
a delicate chain deco¬ 
rated with a single pearl 

I leading to a charm in 
I the shape of a lock. The 

charm is finished with 
| a single purple jewel 

set in the center. As an 
interesting alternative 
to the usual and often 

I rather boring chains 

the" Inamorato" locket 
is suspended from a 
delicate satin ribbon in a 
tovely dull silvery color 
that perfectly sets off 
the pewter tone of the 
locket. With an inscrip¬ 
tion taken from a Byron 
poem on the back - 
"Love where Death has 

set his seal" - the lock¬ 
et is perfectly designed 
for those who want a 
little romance with their 
darkness. 

Feminine without 
being too cutesy, and 
designed to sit at pre¬ 
cisely the right spot to 
draw attention to lovely 
collarbones, it’s the 
kind of necklace that's 
just begging to be worn 
with a beautiful open or 
plunging neckline. 

BY KIRSTY EVANS 
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MUSIC REVIEWS BANDS AND RECORD LABELS 
PLEASE SEND PRESS MATERIAL TOi 

GOTHIC BEAUTY ATTN: MUSIC REVIEWS 
4110 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD. #501 PORTLANDt OR 97214 USA 

OSCULUM INFLAME 
BASTARD FEAST 
CHAOS THEORY, INC. - JULY, 2014 

I tan always appreciate 

a band that has ob¬ 

viously wholeheartedly 

embraced their genre to 

the fullest extent, You 

can tell when a band 

has listened extensively to a wide swa¬ 

th of the music world they have chosen 

to embrace, However, out of the mul¬ 

titude of metal bands, a group nowa¬ 

days must truly strive to differentiate 

themselves from the masses in order 

to become memorable. Audiences are 

much more technically educated these 

days and have, for the most part when 

it comes to metal fans, a very keen 

ear. Thus, while Bastard Feast’s album 

Osculum Inflame is technically a solid 

album, for doo m metal it s impl y fal Is a li - 

ttle flat. From song to song there is very 

little variation—there is no epic journey 

through the levels of hell, no war throu¬ 

gh a nightmarish landscape that you 

feel you have been abducted and drug 

across, but simply a dark blind aggres¬ 

sion that, after a few tracks seems to 

lose its power like a dog barking at no 

one in particular for too long, This is an 

album that is more background music 

than a flag staked in new territory, or 

even a conquering of an old territory. It 

is heavy. It i s dark. It i s do om B ut unfor- 

tunately, it is not memorable. 

GABRIELI E 

SELF-TITLED 
DEATH OF A DRYAD 
SEVENTH CROW RECORDS 

This neo-folk group 

from France blends me¬ 

dieval elements with 

electronic guitars and 

booming percussion, 

The metal Influences 

are clear and melded well with the di¬ 

versity of other sounds. This album 

is apocalyptic and abjectly pessimis¬ 

tic, but beautifully so; It's gorgeously 

rendered. Strongly atmospheric, each 

track seems painstakingly crafted to 

convey pitch-perfect melancholy and 

despair, with broodlngly majestic melo¬ 

dies, sweeping lines, and bold, thumping 

percussion. Death of a Dryad has a very 

tight sense of control; they manage all 

this without spilling over into maudlin, 

sentimental hysterics. Mythic themes 

and stories are prevalent throughout, 

such as the track "Ys" that tells the tale 

of that mythic city in France. This track Is 

stunningly beautiful and delivered partly 

in a haunting whisper, partly In a bold, 

almost accusatory voice. The mytho¬ 

logy continues on the track "Dark Fairy1' 

about dryads and fauns reclaiming the 

ea rt h after all the h u ma ns die out, as well 

as the eponymous "Death of a Dryad1' 

which looks at the relationship between 

humans' destruction of the planet and 

old mythic beings, This is an album that 

shouldn t slip below the radar 

GAIL 

SUNSET ON THE 
GOLDEN AGE 
ALESTORM 
NAPALM RECORDS 

"We are here to drink 

your beei\lp declare 

Alestorm on the sin¬ 

gle ‘'Drink," and that's 

about as good a sum¬ 

mary of the spirit of this 

album, and a reason to listen to it, as you 

could find. Describing themselves as 

“Scottish pirate metal" Alestorm have 

already made three albums worth of 

rollicking pirate party anthems combi¬ 

ned with some pretty solid metal tracks. 

On "Sunset on the Golden Age," their 

fourth album, they've decided to focus 

in on the so-called golden age of pira¬ 

cy that spanned the years 1680-1720, 

with tracks like "The Battle of Carta¬ 

gena" namechecking historical events. 

There's plenty of silliness on the album 

too, though, with tracks like "Surf Squid 

Warfare," just in case listeners were in 

danger of taking themselves too se¬ 

riously, Alestorm's real strength, thou¬ 

gh. is those pirate party anthems, and 

this album has several. From the univer¬ 

sal appeal of1 'Hangover" to "Drink" and 

it's ode to thejoys of misbehavior to the 

bombastic thrash of "Walk the Plank," 

the whole album is a damn good time. 

There are some very clear Celtic influen¬ 

ces at work in Alestorm's music, most 

notably in some of their melodies, but it 

never drifts into the tweeness that can 

often afflict folk metal, Heavy enough to 

keep the metal true believers happy and 

raucously, gleefully playful enough to 

keep everyone else interested, it's a hell 

of an album. If this is what the pirate life 

sounds like, sign us up! 
KfRSTr 

BUILDERS OF THE 
FUTURE 
POWERMAN 5000 
T-BOYRECORDS 

It's been five years 

since their last studio 

release but Powerman 

5000 have returned, 

Builders Of The Future 

dees not deviate from 

the PM5K signature sound - American 

metal with synths and samples - and 

frontman Spider One's vocals are still 

suitably layered and distorted, Opener 

"Invade, Destroy, Repeat" is almost 

Combichrist-esque in its aggression 

and chanting chorus. "We Want It Air is 

almost a Rob Zombie tribute (but with 

Mr Zombie being Spider's older brother 

he's forgiven), "How To Be Human" is a 

scathing comment on the state of the 

human race, while still being a stomping 

dub track, Similarly "You're Gonna Love 

It, tf You Like It Or Not" is a catchy me¬ 

tal-club floor filler, simple and effective, 

typical PM5K, Title track "Builders Of 

The Future" is thefirst track that doesn't 

immediately sound like the rest, The 

rock beat i s repl aced by an E B M one and 

it sounds fresh, but then One begins to 

rap and its straight back to the Nineties 

again. "I Want To Kill You" stands out. and 

not just for being the "slow song", Des¬ 

pite the somewhat repetitive nature of 

the lyrics, One's warm vocals are almost 

sweet and dangerous, like drowning in 

ho ney an d w h isk.y, "I Can't F-cking Hear 

You" is again a mite slower and sleazier 

than the rest of the album, with unmo¬ 

lested vocals, but other tracks are pure 

PM5K. Some fans might have hoped for 

a new direction, some will be glad of the 

"return to form" but there is not much 

here that Powerman hasn't done befo¬ 

re, albeit done well. 

LENORE 

ECHOES 
FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY 
RELEASED MAY 2014 

METROPOLIS RECORDS 

EBM legends Front Line 

Assembly are now ce¬ 

lebrating the release of 

a new remix album only 

months after their 2013 

industrial tour de force 

Echogenetic, Entitled Echoes, this co¬ 

llection contains renditions of the songs 

fou nd o n t h e Echogen eti c alb u m perfo r- 

med by some of Front Line Assembly's 

favorite artists, including Comaduster, 

Sonic Mayhem, Youth Code, Slighter, 

Rhys Fulber, HECQ, Henrik Backstrom 

(of Necro Facility), Blush Response 

(Joey Blush from Scar the Martyr), Lie- 

bknecht (Daniel Meyer), Haujobb, Te- 

tihdiff, Tweaker, Primitive Race, Atiq and 

Enk, and Cyanotic. Echoes is a haunting 

reinvention of the original material that 

slips beneath your skin and into your 

subconscious like quick fire—from the 

first seconds of the opening track you 

are instantaneously integrated into this 

seductive biomechanical world. Alter¬ 

nating between ghostly and driving, the 

album is. much like Echogenetic nothing 

short of mesmerizing. I always find re¬ 

mix albums intriguing, curious to explore 

the different interpretations by the va¬ 

rious artists—it is a brave move on the 

part of the original musicians to release 

their creations Into the hands of others 

to mold as they will. The lineup selected 

by Front Line Assembly works in perfect 

harmony with spirit of the Echogenetic 

album Infusing the songs each with a 

distinct razorblade thumbprint of indivi¬ 

dua I i d entlty to ma ke th em revolutionary 

in their own right. As with all Front Line 

Assembly albums I cannot recommend 

this highly enough! And if you like what 

you hear, there Is also an extended digi¬ 

tal release available for download where 

listeners can indulge their senses in two 

brand new songs co-written with Ian 

Pickering of the Sneaker Pimps! Visit 

mlndphaser.com for mo re Information. 

GABRSELLE 

TO BE KIND 
SWANS 
YOUNG GOD RECORDS 

L 

This highly anticipated 

new release from Swans 

is proof, as others have 

pointed out, that this 

group is brilliant, groun¬ 

dbreaking. and finally 

getting the recognition they've deser¬ 

ved all along, To Be Kind has the same 

intensity of earlier releases; it draws you 

in and is inescapable, mesmerizing and 

hypnotic. While it is a bit mellower ove¬ 

rall, it manages to do this without losing 

anything vital. Gira creates, as always, 

a shifting and complex aural landscape, 

often encapsulating several moods wi¬ 

thin a single track. Powerlessness and 

intimacy are among the themes explo¬ 

red. Lyrically, pairings are emphasized, 

patterns and repetition that show the 

brighter both for their thematic con¬ 

trast and their isolation. Swans is a force 

of nature, and Michael Gira's a brilliant, if 

perpetually and perhaps intentionally, 

enigmatic artist, Frankly, he can pull off 

artistic leaps and plunges that would 

utterly fail in the hands of another man. 

Highlights include the 34 minute "Bring 

Trie Sun/Toussaint L'Ouverture'1 with 

its especially raw and chilling conclusion, 

"She Loves Us" a magnificently built 

an d paced track, an d" A L it tl e G od in M y 

Hands." 

GAIL 

SPOOKY TRICKS 
MYUFE WITH THE THRILL KILL KULT 
SLEAZEBOXRECORDS 

If the re's anything that's 

consistent about Thrill 

Kill Kult albums it's that 

no two are ever quite 

the same, and that rule 
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is proven once again with new relea¬ 
se Spooky Tricks, After Death Threat, 
which was dark both musically and 
lyrically, fans might have been expec¬ 
ting more of the same. Spooky Tricks, 
however, is brighter in both sound and 
lyrical content, whiie still maintaining 
the sleazy/sexy vibe for which the 
band has always been known. Opener 
‘'Room on the Moon1' is firmly in EDM 
territory, and "Spooky Tricks'1 is remi¬ 
niscent of the euro-tech no wave of the 
Nineties, "The Way We Live Now1' has 
a more Eighties feel to it, with oodles of 
Thrill Kill Kult's characteristic samples 
and a dark, disturbing vibe. By far the 
best track on the album "Monte Karlo" 
is a perfect disco anthem designed to 
get asses shaking on evei-y dance floor 
in the land — if you can sit completely 
still during this one you may have no 
sense of rhythm at all. "Dope Freek" is 
another standout, though more in the 
EDM realm. There's a little more mena¬ 
ce again towards the end with the slow, 
menacing "The Strange Ones.” but ove¬ 
rall Spooky Tricks is a return to a more 
fun, dance-focused Thrill Kill Kutt. Not 
to worry if that's not your thing, though 
- the next album is sure to be different 
again. 

KfffSTY 

THE PRODUCT 
ANGEL SPIT 
BLACK PILL RED PILL 

"An anthem to sonic 
warfare" claims Zoog 
Von Rock, summing it 
up perfectly, Angeispit's 
fifth album is exactly 
that, a carefully crafted 

and controlled assault through music, 
"Hot Mess" introduces the album with 
a multi-layered, intelligently aggressive 
track, measured in its displeasure with 
the world," Because God" fol lows throu- 
gli with a electro tirade against religion 
whereas "Ambassador" is almost an 
Eighties pop track regurgitated through 
Von Rock's industrial techno mind - a 
full-on wall of bleeps, synths, beats and 
ba ngs.' 'Pretty D ead Boys'1 is a fu n track, 
lyrically at least, but is no less packed 
full of layers, sounds and samples and 
would work in clubs perfectly with its 
catchy chorus. Instrumental llCneeper" 
could be the soundtrack to a futuristic 
Burton movie, but one where people 
actually die In nasty ways rather than 
just get a slap from Batman, "Velocity" 
is stripped back and darker, a welcome 
respite from the Angel spit aural assault 
before "Cut Sick" begins, a punchy dan¬ 
ce track with a driving rhythm, making 
it awesome for dancing. The album ar¬ 
twork, as has come to be expected from 
Angclspit, is beautifully put together 
and coordinated to match visuals with 
the tone of the music - spiky, harsh 
and perfectly constructed. The sheer 
amount of noise contained within each 
track is almost exhausting listening, but 
this is not mindless shouting and hate. 
"The Product" is someone using their 

talents to create powerful, harsh elec¬ 
tronic music, and still managing to keep 
it interesting, 

BLOOD IN 
THE WATER 
SNAKE SKIN PRISON 
SELF-RELEASED 2014 

Every once in a while III 
wander into a dub and 
find myself completely 
unexpectedly blown 
away by a band. While 
recently at a Lone Star 

Metal Magazine showcase at Red Eyed 
Fly in Austin, Texas I was treated to one 
of the best live metal performances 
I’ve had the pleasure of experiencing 
in quite some time. Snake Skin Prison 
is a three-piece outfit that is one part 
southern rock, one part pure unadul¬ 
terated metal and one part pure grain 
whiskey. Their passion for performing 
is intoxicating, making you want to rai¬ 
se your drink high while head banging. 
From the banner waving bassist who at 
times plays from behind the bar, to the 
ram-skJf wearing good ole' boy front 
man and punk rock drummer whose 
tresses look more suited for The Misfits 
than southern rock, these boys know 
how to party while still delivering a truly 
epic set. This year Snake Skin Prison 
released their second three-song EP 
entitled Blood In The Water as a follow 
up to their self-titled debut EP in 2012. 
Blood In Tine Water is a hard-hitting, 
rough-and-tumble, iowdy rollick that 
will get your blood and fists pumping. I 
must admit, it is a bit of a guilty pleasu¬ 
re for me to listen to as it indulges the 
more redneck purist aspect of my har¬ 
dcore music heritage, If you're looking 
for a band that will sate your metal core 
while delivering a down-home rocking 
good time, definitely check out Snake 
Skin Prison. And if you get the chance 
to catch them live, don't miss it! www. 
snakeskinprison.com rrf'i-wi diu 

REFRACTORY 
OBDURATE 
WOVENHAND 
DEATHWISH/GLITTERHOUSE 

4 

K r* 

This latest from Wo- 
venhand features a full, 
deep sound, prominent 
percussion, and a pret¬ 
ty marked shift in tone 
from previous albums, 

In general the album is up-tempo and 
demonstrates a strong post-punk fee¬ 
ling throughout, which is a sound David 
Eugene Edwards has worked with during 
his long career, but perhaps never to this 
extent. Overall, there are fewer blatantly 
folk elements, sound-wise, on Refractory 
Obdurate, although the biblical themes 
are still strong. DEE makes use of distor¬ 
ted guitars and vocals on several tracks, 
sometimes almost burying the vocal line 

intentionally, which is a technique he's 
played with in the past, ft works, but I 
did miss his vocals beirig more up-front. 
Acoustic elements are present, but less 
prominent. That being said, this is very 
much a Wovenhand album, which is to 
say it is unique in its sound and thema¬ 
tic considerations, but heavier, more 
rack-driven. Highlights include "Corsi¬ 
cana Clip," which features a turn in the 
middle of the track that borders on ag¬ 
gressive, and "King David," which is me- 
lodically dark and powerfully beautiful 

BLACKOUT 
THESUN 
EVERVTHfNG GOES COLD 
METROPOLIS RECORDS 

Cold wave colossus Eric 
Gottesman, the brains 
behind Everything Goes 
Cold, may finally have 
hit upon the perfect 
sound to bridge the gap 

between what he has been doing up till 
now. which was mostly of interest to 
music geeks who share his veiy specific 
fixations, and the mainstream industrial 
scene. A concept album that isn't quite 
a concept album - more of a themed 
album, maybe - Black Out the Sun 
has a comic book-tinged storyline with 
dystopia and heroes yet to be born who 
may be foiled by the decisions made by 
the album's narrator running through it. 
Which is cool, certainly, but what really 
hooks the listener is the music. Unde¬ 
niably cold in tone, but never clinical or 
overiy detached, tracks like "The Iron 
Fist of Just Destruction" a nd' 'Th eJoke" 
growl with anger and revolutionary zeal. 
"When The Sky Rips in Two You Are 
Free" has an oddly childlike intro that 
sounds like it was done on an old Ca- 
siotone and a more upbeat, triumphant 
feel that proves that Gottesman could 
easily write anthemic. crowd-pleasing 
stuff if he wanted to, "Ice Brigade. Part 
II" is downright beautiful and sounds like 
something from a movie soundtrack, 
Thera's no question that this is a clever 
album, lyrically and thematically, open to 
multiple interpretations and satisfying!y 
complex, but it's aiso one that's worth 
listening to even for those who aren't 
really interested in that side of things, If 
you like your industr ial synth-heavy but 
not dull or repetitive, this may be the al¬ 
bum for you. 

\KSRSTY 

SELF-TITLED 
3TEETH 
ARTOFFACT RECORDS 

It’s hard to imagine 
something so dark 
coming out of such a 
sunny place, but Los 
Angeles industrial 
four-piece 3TEETH are 

as dark as they come, while still being 
considered music. Their self-titled de¬ 

but is metallic and pounding, with robotic 
vocals, like something out of a futuristic 
foundry. This is industrial in its elemental 
form, no bells and whistles (quite litera¬ 
lly). Creeping synths and relentless gui¬ 
tar make for almost oppressive listening, 
but there is something very.Jistenable 
about these thirteen tracks. "Dust" 
has more melody, lyrics and danceable 
rhythm than the preceding three songs, 
demonstrating with ease that 3TEE- 
TH are not an "industrial-by-numbers" 
band. "Master Of Decay1' is bleak while 
"Unveiled" has touches of Eighties syn¬ 
th pop, through the eyes of industria¬ 
lists though, obviously. "Dissolve" is a 
disturbing mix of stomping beats and 
heavily distorted vocals: "Eradicate" fo¬ 
llows with machlnegun-llke drums and 
an overwhelm ng wall of vocal noise. Not 
an album to dance to necessarily, but 
one that is capable of getting the liste¬ 
ners attention without going overboard 
on complexity. The kind of music that 
could feature in a futuristic dub scene in 
a post-apocalyptic movie, 3TEETH have 
a strong debut on their hands. 

WE HATE THE SEA 
SWASHBUCKLE 
GET THIS RIGHT RECORDS 

AUGUST 14,2014 

When one first lays eyes 
upon a picture of the 
New Jersey-based trio 
Swashbuckle, dressed 
in the duds of a band of 
pirates of the high seas, 

one would not expect an epic escapa¬ 
de of roaring metal, but rather tavern 
drinking shanties. Combine this paradox 
with a list of "interests" on their Face- 
book page that include "rum, grog, ale, 
treasure, and fine buxom wenches'' and 
you have the equation for a diabolica¬ 
lly mischievous music experience that 
will make you hoist your beer mug high 
while thrashing your head. Swashbuc¬ 
kler third album entitled We Hate Hie 
Sea, released by Get This Right Records, 
is composed of four intensely powerful 
and highly skillful metal rippers that es¬ 
cort you through the anarchical code of a 
pirate’s life. If Captain Jack Sparrow sha¬ 
red a flask of rum with Beelzebub while 
courting his succubus sister this is the 
music it would inspire. For the short len¬ 
gth of this album (only seven minutes) 
your pulse will rise and you find yourself 
smiling ear to ear as if Swashbuckle has 
you strapped to the helm of ship screa¬ 
ming "hold on tight!" as a wave comes 
crashing down on the deck. I highly re¬ 
commend We Hate The Sea for any true 
fan of metal! _ 

EP 
UMNU5 
SELF-RELEASED 

r LtMNUs'l 1,16 Misanthr EP from 
\ J / West-Coast based 

; majmm ’ Limnus proves to be L\j/ a powerful album fi- 
d lied with anguish, rage, 
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and an authenticity and dedication you 
just can't fake. Thoroughly engaging, 
the Misanthr EP made me realize how 
desperately I want another full-length 
Limn us album. Aggressive, emotional 
and uncompromising, Limnus marries 
traditional Goth, industrial and hard com 
with a fervor and cohesiveness that is 
as impressive as it is beautiful. Them is a 
delightful, magnetic and captivating ten¬ 
sion In the track "The Devils Are Inside 
the Walls," and "Epitaph for the Lover" 
features driving, aggressive percussion 
underscored by minor guitar lines: the 
result is both haunting and enchanting. 
"A Veil, Lifted'1 contains more 'rock' 
sounding guitar lines and breaks off 
towards the end where the song proper 
stops and is replaced with a woman's 
voice, her words indiscernible and fur¬ 
ther distorted by backing drones. Lim¬ 
nus demonstrates again their conviction 
to their sound and their take-no-priso¬ 
ners approach to performance. Misan¬ 
thr is highly recommended; fans of the 
group will be beyond satisfied with this 
new ER and if this is your Introduction to 
the band this EP is an excellent gateway. 

MEMORY WORK 
VANItSH 
METROPOLIS RECORDS 

Following the death of 
his mother in 2013 while 
he was in the middle of 
a European tour former 
\feil Veil Vanish/Wax 
Idols/The Soft Moon 

singer/guitarist Keven Tecon left his 
former bands behind, leaving fans won¬ 
dering when they might ever hear from 
him again, Now he's back with former 
Wax idols/Veil Veil Vanish bandmate 
Amy Rosenoff on bass, adding Nick Ott 
and Adam Beck to form VANIISH. Their 
first release. Memory Work, echoes a lot 
of the sounds and themes fans may re¬ 
member from Veil Veil Vanish, so is more 
than worth a listen for anyone who en¬ 
joyed that project. With a shoegaze-like 
psychedelic edge that tips its hat to Crea¬ 
tion Records and an open, expansive, me¬ 
lancholy sound anchored by Rosenoff s 
solid bass Memory Work is viscerally 
appealing- Production is sparse but not 
cold - imagine a point halfway between 
Joy Division and The Cure - and there's 
a definite post-punk feel to tracks like 
"Merge" and IJKaleidoscoped," "Succes¬ 
sion" dips into almost New Order territory 
and proves that the band are capable of 
producing appealingly commercial work 
if they want to, while the jangling, slight¬ 
ly eerie guitars on "Fragment/Fatigue" 
point in a more alternative direction (the 
latter track would sound gorgeous live). 
"Loss of Sensation" captures the feeling 
of anhedonia perfectly, in a way that fe¬ 
els genuine rather than forced. A polished, 
sophisticated, altogether impressive 
album, Memory Work leaves haunting 
echoes that the listener will want to hold 
onto, 

\KIR5TY 
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HELLO WORLD 
INFORMATION S 0 CIE TV 
HAKATAK INTERNATION AL/MVD 

As with all bands that 
had their popularity in 
the Eighties, come¬ 
backs can be tricky, 
Do you make more of 
the same music from 

your heyday? Do you attempt to do 
something completely different alto¬ 
gether and risk falling on your face? 
information Society have done a li¬ 
ttle of both, Retaining with ease the 
classic Eighties synthpop vocal sound 
but adding more modern EBM beats 
and relevant samples, the group have 
produced an album worth listening 
to. First single "Land Of The Blind" 
has all the components required for a 
successful re-Introduction - catchy 
chorus and hook-laden melodies, The 
following track "Tbe Prize" is a little 
out of lettfield. "Get your ass to Mars" 
commands Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
straight out of Total Recall, while dis¬ 
torted synths, dance beats and bleeps 
crash around schlzophrenlcally be¬ 
hind the vocal in this crazy space-pop 
track. Conversely "Where Were You" 
begins with a slightly creepy classic 
film quote and carries on Into dark 
new wave - a magic mix of old school 
and new synth. Changing track again 
"Get Back" has touches of Nineties 
dance to It. "Dancing With Strangers" 
contains synthesized tribal chanting. 
The album Is eclectic to say the least 
and some listeners may not be able to 
get on board with the diverse styles. 
For those who are happy to reject pi¬ 
geonholes and enjoy something a little 
different it will be a refreshing and fas¬ 
cinating listen. 

TRUST NO ONE 
TORQUE ORDER 
SELF-RELEASED SEPTEMBER. 2014 

After over a decade of 
forging their way from 
the foundries of Denver 
to the dark nightclubs 
of Austin, Torque Order 
who has come to be 

known as "Austin’s Best Kept Metal 
Secret" is finally celebrating their first 
full-length album entitled Trust No 
One. With influences like Combichrist. 
Ministry, Funkier Vogt. Front Line As¬ 
sembly and VNV Nation, Torque Order 
has striven to build a brilliant industrial 
metal persona to champion a move¬ 
ment while still maintaining a powerful 
EBM rhythm that is impossible to stand 
still to, With a message of world domi¬ 
nation through the destruction of all 
things associated with the established 
norm, Trust No 0ne contains nine origi¬ 
nal songs, as well as a cover of AWOL 
Nation's "Sail",. I was introduced to the 
multitalented trio that is Torque Order 
earlier this year and was instantly ob¬ 

sessed, Not only because their music 
is like the amplrftcation of a soundtrack 
for the quintessential post-apocalyptic 
science f ction film, but also because 
they carry with them an inspiring and 
highly energetic stage presence throu¬ 
ghout every live show. Through the 
wall of sound created by interweaving 
metal guitars (Josef Pfost), synthesi¬ 
zers, and a combination of electronic 
and acoustic drums (Jaye Leigh Vin¬ 
cent), LoZ’s vocals roar to the working 
class to rise up and take back control 
of their lives from the ruling order with 
no-nonsense direct lyrics like mar¬ 
ching orders. Trust No One is an epic 
debut album and leaves me wondering 
what is next for the hidden gem of the 
Texas industrial scene. Trust No One Is 
available on iTunes, Amazon, Facebook, 
Google Play, Spotify. and through their 
official sitetorqueorder.com. 

THE PERFECT CULT 
DEATHSTARS 
NUCLEAR BLAST 

After 2009's disa¬ 
ppointingly Ramm- 
steln-sound-allke 
Night Electric Night 
album, followed by the 
lost of both a guitarist 

and their drummer, many may have 
assumed that Death stars was, well, 
dead, With The Perfect Cult currently 
in heavy rotation on our mp3 player 
we are delighted to announce that 
this is not the case. Deathstars have 
always had mainstream crossover 
potential, but it’s even more obvious 
on this album. Always known for their 
excellent live shows, that performance 
ability and appealingly natural sound 
has not always been refected on their 
albums, but it’s fully in evidence here, 
A complete departure from the ma¬ 
de-in-the-studio sound of Night Elec¬ 
tric Night, The Perfect Cult has them 
sounding more like a rock band than 
an industrial band again, and it's a de¬ 
lightful change. You could make a per¬ 
fectly credible setlist out of this album 
alone, and it should serve as an exce¬ 
llent introduction to the band for new 
listeners who might not have caught 
them before they went on hiatus. Ima¬ 
gine something right in the middle of a 
darker European music spectrum that 
goes from the classic industrial sound 
of KMFDM to the giam rock inspired 
Scandinavian bands like HIM and 69 
Eyes, with chugging metal riffs and 
catchy, almost pop choruses and that 
will give you a good sense of where 
Deathstars are right now. It's a good 
fit for them, with solid guitars and a 
tight rhythm section serving as the 
perfect background for singer Andreas 
Bergh's deep, raspy, sexily menacing 
vocals, Welcome back, Deathstars. We 
missed you. 

IKfffSTY 

TOTAL FUCKING 
DARKNESS 
CRADLE OF FfLTH 
MORDGRIMM 

1 0 4 • 
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A high-profile deluxe 
release of Cradle of Fil¬ 
th's third demo, Total 
Fucking Darkness Is 
available as a super ex¬ 
clusive mail-order vinyl 

set with three different color options, 
each of whlch there will only be 222 co¬ 
pies of available (666, get It?}. For less 
well-heeled fans who don't want: to 
shell out for that or who don’t want to 
wait, the retail version will hit stores first 
(you can stl II get it on v Iny I If you want, I n 
blue no less). Split into four sides, each 
with three tracks, the whole demo has 
been digitally remastered with the help 
of legendary engineer Tim Turan, care¬ 
fully overseen by Danl Filth, Paul Ryan, 
and Cacophonous Records founder 
Frater Nihil. In addition to the original 
demo tracks t h ere are a few mo re gems 
from the band's vault, including three 
tracks originally Intended: for the abor¬ 
ted Goetla album. Obviously this will 
mostly be of Interest to Cradle of Filth 
completlsts, but It's good stuff, heavy 
and aggressive and with the band's 
trademark occult interests already very 
much In evidence. 

IKJRSTY 

PRIMITIVE AGE 
BAT 
TANKCRIMES 

Formed by DR] drum¬ 
mer Felix Griffin and 
Volture guitarist Nick 
Poulos, BAT seem to 
be challenging classic 
bands that sat right on 

tine border between punk and metal 
]ike Motor head. Discharge, and Venom. 
Loud, snotty, and raw as hell, Primitive 
Age was recorded in a single day on an 
old-school reel-to-reel analogue tape. 
If a raw sound was what the band was 
going for, they certainly succeeded 
- the whole EP almost sounds as if it 
could have been recorded live, if you 
imagine a really great show where 
the band was really on. With only five 
tracks, all of which are totally solid, and 
musicianship that's equally so but not 
In a show-off way, this EP is a remin¬ 
der of the reason why bands like this 
were so great in the first place. With 
a metal band's ability to actually play 
their instruments combined with the 
aggressive energy and lack of pre¬ 
tentiousness of punk, what you end 
up with is music that's pure, unadul¬ 
terated, head-banging fun. If you were 
ever a punk or metal head kid with a 
Metallica t-shirt and a bad attitude, 
you're going to love this. 

\KIRSTY 
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NATTENMED 
DE LEVANDE 
FINTROLL 
FINTROLL 
SPINEFARM RECORDS 

■E UvfWt 
iHumnul 

Fintroll fans have been 
asking for a live album 
for years, and now they 
finally have one. Recor¬ 
ded at Melkweg Con¬ 
cert Hall in Amsterdam 

in 2008, Natten Med D e Leva nde Fintrol I 
(Night With The Living Fintroll) is a glo¬ 
rious 19-song tribute to just how great 
this band is live. With tracks from the 
first four Fintroll albums, it's a good way 
to get a sense of the band's back cata¬ 
logue for new listeners too. A true origi¬ 
nal in a meta I scene that's pa eked to the 
rafters with copycats, there's no other 
band quite like this one. Their sound has 
been described as “Trollish Hoedown 
Metal," which captures the oddly cele¬ 
bratory aspect of their music well - far 
from trying to scare you, these trolls are 
far more fun to hang out with than the 
Christian culture that replaced them, 
whi cli has always been part of the point. 
It's metal, but it has a polka beat. It's pa¬ 
gan meta I, for sure, in fact Fintroll helped 
launch the genre, but while many pagan 
metal bands lean towards nationalistic 
themes that can make them about as 
much fun as a trip to the dentist, Fintro- 
ll's raucous, boozy, gleefully unserious 
energy has made them a live favorite 
all over the world. Perfectly mastered, 
with just enough editing wizardry done 
to make the sound crisp and clean wi¬ 
thout making it sterile and robbing it of 
its live feeling, Natter Med Oe Leva nde 
Fintroll captures just how much fun the 
band's live shows are, which is all you 
ca n rea lly ask of a li ve a Ibum. 

KJRSTT 

SHINE 
ANETTE OLZEN 
ARMOURY 

If Night wish fans were 
expecting former singer 
Anette Olzen's first solo 
album to be Nlghtwlsh 
Part 2, they're In for a 
bit of a shock. Although 

there are definitely traces of Olzen's old 
band's symphonic metal sound on trac- 
ks like "Falling," as a whole Shine repre¬ 
sents a rather significant departure In 
terms of musical style. It suits her voice, 
though. A deeply personal album full of 
songs that Olzensays she's been wor¬ 
king on since 2009, Shine Is full of tran¬ 
ce-like drum beats and folk melodies 
that give It an almost New Age feel at 
times. “Watching Me From Afar" sounds 
like It would make a perfect soundtrack 
theme song for an uplifting, Inspirational 
movie, and “One Million Faces'1 starts off 
almost sounding like a nursery rhyme 
before swelling Into a beautiful pop song. 
There are plenty of synth and electro¬ 

nic-based tracks here too, and hints of 
anger (and rock) show through on “All 
of the Lies.1' but overall it's a meditative 
soil of album that comes across as a 
soundtrack to one woman's attempt to 
process a fairly significant life change, 
It may not be quite what former fans 
were expecting, but Olzen's voice is as 
lovely as ever, and the more contem¬ 
plative tone may net her an entirely new 
pool of li steners. 

\KIRSTY 

IN THE RED 
CRUCIFIED BARBARA 
DESPOTZRECORDS 

A simple but satisfying 
slice of old fashioned 
hard rock. In The Red is 
the fourth album from 
Sweden's Crucified 
Barbara. Although they 

started out as more of a punk band, by 
the time their first album In Distortion 
We Trust hit the stores they'd already 
switched up their style, and it's stuck. 
It's a sound that may remind older’ lis¬ 
teners of the radio-friendly hard rock/ 
heavy metal hybrid that was so popu¬ 
lar in the Eighties - Crucified Barbara 
would have fit right in on Headbanger's 
Ball back in that era. With catchy chorus 
interspersed between the guitar shred¬ 
ding and chugging bass lines, it's about 
as user-friendly as the modern metal 
scene gets. Third track “Electric Sky'1 is 
the one that gets the formula just right,, 
and it wouldn't be surprising to see it 
turn up on charts across Europe, which 
has always been a friendlier market for 
guitar driven music than the US. The 
rest of the album is solid too. though, so 
if you m iss the mo re acces s ibl e rock and 
metal stylings of the Eighties then this 
might be just what you're looking for. 

\K\RSJY 

OMMADON 
DOMESTIC GENOCIDE 

Like doom metal? Like 
drone? Like it served 
up raw and entirely 

T, „ instrumental with no 
apologies whatsoever? 
Then Scotland's Om- 

madon might just be the band for you. 
V - Which is, unsurprisingly, their fifth 
release - consists of too 40 minute 
plus tracks. There's definitely some me¬ 
lody in there, but don't expect anything 
that those yet to be initiated into the 
wonders of drone would call a song. 
This Isn’t music designed to soothe, it's 
music meant to unsettle the listener. 
Distortion abounds, notes are drawn 
out long past the point of comfort, and 
a menacing air hands over the whole 
proceedings. Recorded live by the band 
members, both formerly of Snowblood, 
in a forest in the Scottish highlands, V is 
a million miles away from anything you'd 
ever hear on the radi o, o r indeed at most 
mainstream metal festivals. Impressi¬ 

vely for a duo recording live, Ommadon 
manage to create an encompassing wall 
of sound that leaves the listener feeling 
like they're being smothered under a 
heavy blanket of distorted guitars, It's 
definitely not for everyone, but if you're 
the kind of person who finds the pre¬ 
vious sentence appealing you're proba¬ 
bly going to loveV, 

KIRS IT 

SELF-TITLED 
BRIMSTONE COVEN 
METAL BLADE RECORDS 

It's the Seventies! Or it 
sounds like it, anyway, 
Please note that this is 
not a complaint, Liste¬ 
ning to Brimstone Co¬ 
ven is like hopping in a 

time machine back to the period where 
Black Sabbath reigned supreme and all 
was good with the world of heavy rock, 
at least musically speaking. There are 
some psychedelic influences in there 
too, and so me hints of Led Zeppelin, but 
if you absolutely had to pick a way to 
describe Brimstone Coven then Sabba¬ 
th would definitely be the most obvious 
point of comparison. The oddly warm 
bass sound is a sonic hallmark of the 
great bands of the scene that Sabbath 
built, and Brimstone Coven has it locked 
down. The interest in the occult is here 
too, with titles like "The Seance" and 
“Behold, the Anunnaki" pointing rather 
clearly to the themes you can expect 
to find on Brimstone Coven. If you ha¬ 
ven't yet heaid of this band it's because 
they're really quite new, having formed 
in 2011, which you'd never believe on 
the basis of listening to the album, be- 
ca u se they sound li Ke they've been hoi - 
ding all-night jam sessions together in 
smoky clubs for decades, Which, once 
again, is most definitely not a complaint 
There are very few bands that sound 
this tight so early in their careers, and 
none I can think of currently existing 
who manage to capture the sound of an 
era that's still beloved by many rock fans 
so perfectly, Impressive for sure. 

ING 
INTO SPACE 
SATURN 
RISE ABOVE RECORDS 

There's something 
■^Tv that's reminiscent of 

'Jg' early Danzig ahout 
Saturn. Although the 
band are definitely part 
of the Seventies revi¬ 

val trend that also includes Brimstone 
Coven, with kids who grew up listening 
to Stack Sabbath, Led Zeppelin, Deep 
Purple, and Rainbow, and UFO, there's 
something a little sharper about Sa¬ 
turn, a darker sonic edge. Early Judas 
Priest Is another Influence that co¬ 
mes to mind when listening to Ascen¬ 
ding Into Space. There's still a distinct 
groove and an edge of psychedelia to 

the music, but you can also hear hints 
of the impact Rob Halford left on the 
metal scene in the vocals on tracks 
like "Rokktori/1 What you absolutely 
can't hear is any hint of the fact that 
the band hail from Sweden, which is 
interesting, This is most definitely not 
the direction that most of the Swedi¬ 
sh rock scene, in love with symphonic 
and power metal or with Eighties style 
sleazy glam, is going, so you have to 
give Saturn credit for having the guts 
to do their own thing. The whole al¬ 
bum is great, but it's on the slow, groo¬ 
vy, tripped-out tracks like "Over the 
Influence" and “Tower of Terror" that 
you can really hear the live potential 
Saturn have. It's a remarkably confi¬ 
dent sound for such a young band, and 
helps explain why the buzz has been 
so big ever since this band first hit 
the consciousness of the metal mas¬ 
ses, Ascending Into Space is one hell 
of a debut, so it'll be interesting to see 
where they go from here, 

IK/RSTY 

REVENGE OF THE 
ANTICHRIST 
PEWL - M 
METH MEDIA RECORDS 

Partially influenced by 
the Lars Von Trier mo¬ 
vie Antichrist, this is 
the third release from 
Dev M. At tic da- 
kest end of the indus¬ 

trial spectrum, with lyrics centered 
on the theme of a schizophrenic who 
murders his wife, Revenge of the An¬ 
tichrist snarls with self-loathing and 
shimmers with quiet menace, Poised 
right in the middle of the electronic 
versus guitar based industrial divide, 
Devil-M excels at both ends of the 
spectrum, Tracks tike "Astharat" and 
"Apokrypha" are where they really 
shine, with solid industrial beats an¬ 
choring harsh, throaty vocals to crea¬ 
te a disturbing, uncomfortable sonic 
backdrop for the dark lyrical content. 
There are several points on the album 
where the impression of a narrator 
who's losing his mind is all too clear. 
With a lovely piano intro and melan¬ 
choly female vocals, "I Am God1' offers 
a momentary respite from all the an¬ 
ger and violence, only for the tension 
to gradually rise again with the bit¬ 
ter “Love is Not Available." There are 
some made for the dancefloor tracks 
here, like “Rebirth," that will hope¬ 
fully get Devil-M the attention they 
deserve, which would definitely be a 
good thing, because Revenge of the 
Antichrist shows that they're doing 
this specific kind of dark, disturbing, 
emotionally and intellectually heavy 
industrial better than just about an¬ 
yone else right now. By the time title 
track “Revenge of the Antichrist'' kic¬ 
ks in you'll be a true believer too. 

IKfRSTY 
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MAKE-UP PARTY LOOK 
BY KRISTINE ROSE 

OPAQUE 
LIPSTICK 

#Centrifuchsla 

It's an understatement to say I have a lot of make-up. I ran sack Sephora on the 
regular, have frequent visits to my local MAC counter, and even take advantage 
of cheap drug store finds. It's hard to get bored with such a diverse array of 
treasure, but nonetheless it happens. When I feel like my make-up wardrobe is 
starting to get stale, I turn to the internet for a fresh infusion of new blood. 

fantasy palette 
#D'antGinette 

TO TRY THESE AWESOME 
PRODUCTS FOR YOURSELF 
VISIT LfMECRIME.COM 

VELVETINES 
LIPGLOSS 
sPinkvcIvct 

FM4TASV 
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J 
Cternal Wynter 

gat hie 'ash i-;n and Idlaxtyl* blag 

t*«*f naiwy tiler, yngspcjl ,cgm 

vixensdel ight.etsy.com 

ntcr Lime Crime Make-Up, the indie sensation that delivers diverse, bold colors, 
Tlieir products are super saturated and opaque, a little goes a long way. Hie com¬ 
pany was created in 2008 by style icon Doe Deere, Deeres Instagram (doedeere) 
provides a cotton candy world of inspiration as well, showcasing some unique 
technicolor looks I couldn’t wait to try at home. 

This line offers a quality product that’s vegan and cruelty free. Make-up lovers 
with ethical concerns need not have to choose between following their principles and look¬ 
ing fantastic. 

There really is something for everyone from dark green lipstick to pink glittery gloss. I’m 
also happy to report this makeup stayed put, even under hot photo shop lights, For this 
look I decided to do a bright, party-ready application. You can follow along with any brand 
of makeup with similar colors, but I really implore you to give Lime Crime a shot. 

r n 

I I ill E i I BASE Use a face prime that corrects redness. I used 
Pixi Redness Reducing Primer. 
EVEN OUT YOUR SKIN TONE WITH FOUNDATION. I used my fingers to apply 

it, instead of a brush for a more natural, dewy look. Lime Crime does not cur¬ 

rently carry face make-up (though it’s coming soon) so I used a foundation 
from Nars in Siberia. 
IDECI IED TO I but emphasized bone structure with a highlight¬ 
er. Pat It on your orbital bone, down the center of your nose, and the cupid’s 

bow of your lips.! used Mars Illuminator in Copacabana. 
F D EFINED BRC , use an angled brush and some powder one shade 

darker than your natural brow color. This is a bright look and your eyebrows 
can get a bit lost if they’re on the paler side. I used a MAC shadow in coquette. 
F start with a primer base as well. Since you will be using a lot of col¬ 
or you want to make sure it all stays put. I used Lime Crime Eye shadow Helper 

Waterproof Primer on the whole lid. 
TAKE A PALE VIOLET/SILVER SHADE and apply it from the upper lash line 
to the brow bone. I mixed the purple and silver shades from the Lime Crime 

Palette D'Antoinette and applied them very lightly. Be sure to get the inner 
corner of the eye. 

USE THE SAME SHADE UNDER THE LOWER LASH and line with an eyeliner 
brush from inner to outer corner. 

TAKE A BRIGHTER GREEN SHADE and apply it from the middle of the lid to 
the end. Blend well. I used the green from Lime Crime Palette D'Antoinette. 

SMUDGE A SLIGHTLY DARKER GREEN to the outer corner of your eyelid, 
blending it with the brighter green so that it only adds a little depth. I used the 
green from the Lime Crime Aquataenia Paiette. 

TAKE AN E YELI F and tight line your lower lash line with the same color. 
E T OLIATE LIF with a Up scrub to prepare them for a dramatic lip color. I 
used Fresh Sugar Lip Polish. 

with a fuchsia lipstick. I used Lime Crime Centrifuchsia. , 

ADD A GLOSSIER FINISH with a similar shade of gloss. Add just a dot and ' 

blend. I used Lime Crime Pink Velvet. i 
CURL LASHES with the curler of your choice. II use the one from NYC. 

to finish the look. Concentrate it at the outer corners, i 
I used Givenchy Noir Couture. 

L 

LIMECRIME.COM 
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Photo by A. Solka 

It's very clear that your music has a political 

agenda and a definite message* Are your songs 

always ahout external aspects of your world? 

I wouldn’t necessarily describe my music as al¬ 

ways addressing external aspects. My songs are 

very personal to me and about personal experienc¬ 

es, in large part. Even songs described as having 

a '"political agenda', a phrase that ideally would 

need to be defined before we continue because 

people can take that the wrong way But these 

songs often have double meanings or are written 

where the listener can interpret them in a way that 

is personal. 

But I do have clear stances; I'm a vegan, I’m 

politically progressive, I recognize that conser¬ 

vative interests are destructive, I don't like racists 

or homophobes or misogynists. Ini pro-choice, 

pro-environment. I believe in science, I don't 

think religion should control our laws, etc. I’m a 

true progressive. 

But my music is inspired by life. Just because I 

occasionally talk about climate change or warn 

about right-wing lunatics and their backwards 

polices doesn’t mean my music is4 only about ex¬ 

ternal aspects of my world”. From the first days 

of LAM I’ve been advertising animal rights or¬ 

ganizations, Greenpeace, Amnesty International 

and similar causes on LAM flyers. So I was just as 

"political'' in the 1990s as l am today. It's just now, 

with profile sites, people can more easily see things 

T read or share rather than waiting for an LAM 

concert to read a program that T’d had printed. 

Are you ever inspired to write songs about 

personal emotions and relationships? 

Always, I have four CDs inspired by personal 

emotions and relationships. And they also contain 

a good deal more. Sometimes things are phrased 

in ways that can apply to a broader theme, though. 

But it doesn't mean they are any less personal or 

are un-relatable, Some of these songs considered 

"external” are the most personal if you actually 

listen to them. 

Do you intend for your music to have a pur¬ 

pose {other than for enjoyment obviously!) or 

do you just create music as it comes to you and 

leave listeners to decide how it moves them? 

At first I'm just trying to make something I like 

or says something interesting or that needs to he 

said. I’m “in the moment ’, Any artist will under¬ 

stand that space you get in; you’re nor really think¬ 

ing “how will people view this?” Its more a frenzy 

of inspiration and fitting things together. If other 

people like it then that’s just an additional benefit. 

But I do think art should have meaning, obvi¬ 

ously It needs to he subversive and intelligent, 

and artists should stand for something. Too often 

music can fall into safe or empty zx>nes where it 

says nothing or is all about ego, especially now in 

a time where image or status seem to be the more 

valued aspects of a performer's persona to some 

people. Rut there is always an audience of people 

who crave something more. So that’s good. 

Although London After Midnight have been 

around in one form or other for around twenty 

years, it seems very important for you to have 

an independent and non-mainstream or ‘big 

name’ persona* How do you stay grounded and 

why is it an important part of LAM? 

LAM began in the 1990s and always existed as 

it does now, though 1 changed some live players. 

LAM is my project where l write the music and 

record it. It has live members for touring that have 

changed. But LAM has had the current live mem¬ 

bers, Randy Mathias, Pete Pace and Matthew 

Setzer for many years now. Its the ideal line-up 

of people who are kind and seriously talented - 

ideal for what LAM should be on stage and what 

I was always looking for but never found before. 
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But yeah, l AM does have that underground aspect. I see hands put on crazy facades and throw all 

kinds of attitude in an effort to sell themselves as something other than what they really are, and its 

a bit mystifying to me. I never really understood that. 

While you don't like the label £goth', some say that the most gothic thing to do is denyr being 

one. Do you ever fust want to laugh at the whole thing with its rules and stereotypes? 

I just make music, A label classifying the music is annoying because it brings with it lots of baggage 

that any honest artist wants nothing to do with, which is why 1 always disassociate my music or my 

life with any genre labels. And that has gotten me into trouble with some of the more uptight peo¬ 

ple who choose not to understand what I've said. They just misinterpret what I say as a rejection of 

them personally and their preferences. So they get offended, or pretend to be offended, and launch 

into delusional fiction based tirades about how evil I am because I don’t share their taste in music, 

or because I think the scene is too focused on fashion, or because I have an opinion and expressed 

it when asked. 

I’m rejecting something most people in alternative scenes should dislike; labeling, conformity, 

image worship, etc., and I’m hoping to embrace a more substantive view But that never seems to 

register with the small unthinking minority who condemn artists when they reject labels or express 

a rational opinion. 

When you label art it colors people’s expectations, so it limits what the artist can do and how they 

can be perceived. I understand if people like a certain style of music or clothing or film - but per¬ 

sonal preferences are still only personal preferences’. They don’t necessarily speak for anyone else, let 

alone everyone else, and shouldn’t dictate the style in which artists and musicians can create. Let the 

art be art. Don’t constrain it by applying limits to what it can be, look like, or say And don’t define 

it by the image. But then I'm evil, so don’t listen to me! 

LAMs* last studio album was in 2007, but a few years ago you mentioned you were working 

on new material. How is it progressing? 

It’s nearing completion and the new CD should he out in 2015. I’m also working on a follow-up 

to Oddities (l AM's third CD). Like the first Oddities it will have some recomposed versions of lAM 

songs and some unreleased tracks. I ve got a lot of material for that, but that’s next in line after the 

new music. The Oddities concept came about because early in I AM’s life the clubs in which the 

live band played bad such bad sound systems you could never hear me sing. So I wanted to be able 

to sing where the sound system wasn’t overwhelmed by a live band. So I recomposed a lot of songs 

in a minimal sty le and created a side project called Malleus Maleficarum, It only ever happened a 

handful of times in Hollywood at the club Helter Skelter, Then later under the LAM name I re¬ 

leased Oddities with those recomposed, live, acoustic and un released songs. Oddities 2will be similar. 

You once said Violent Acts of Beauty, the latest LAM CD, was an album about destruction. 

Are there any hints you can give about what the new material themes might be? 

The new CD sort of references the aftermath of where were at now, and talks about a lot of things 

going on in my life and our world. There are extremes, ups and downs, but it all works in an inter¬ 

esting way and, as usual, all the songs stand on their own- it’s not a concept album or anything. And 

the music is turning out pretty cool. It reminds me of a mix of early LAM, with better production, 

along with something new. But its still London After Midnight, 

Wliat are you Looking forward to most on the European Tour and do you have any other live 

dates in the pipeline? 

I have several offers all over the place for more shows but 1 need to get the new music out, and I'm 

not really a fan of touring that much. I’ve never longed to be on stage or be the center of attention. 

And I hate to fly, which is a reason why LAM isn’t really touring all the time. But it is fun to meet 

the fans and supporters around the world, hear w hat they have to say They are truly amazing people 

and fm always humbled by them. Anyway, next summer there should be more shows, I might take 

a boat, though. 

WWW.LONDQNAFTERMIDNIGHT.COM 
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Bones are nature J 

PHOTO: YVEnE LEUR PHOTOGRAPHY 

People often foraet tlat aotlic 

Tie fabulous tltna about beino 
a part of this beautiful and dark 

culture is tie variety of Jtnles 

available \ditltn it tictoriana, 
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JOfae of tie** even include pieces 

of tie ill-fated slip itself, 
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be Dutch bom designer began making 

things, as many people with the cre¬ 

ative bug do, as a small child. "1 start¬ 

ed to make jewelry when I was about 

five years old. My great-grandmother gave me 

broken pieces of jewelry. I used these pieces to 

make my own creations and T learned that I love 

to create my own accessories." Although Ele¬ 

gant Curiosities has been around for less than 

two years, the popularity of her designs —her 

'haii' crowns especially-— is rocketing. Most 

recently the label became sponsors of Eleine, 

a female-fronted symphonic metal band from 

Sweden, making their stage accessories and out¬ 

fits. The visual impact of her larger designs mean 

that requests to use them in photo shoots arrive 

almost daily. 

Her stunning hair crowns, currently start¬ 

ing at €135 ($182 USD), are loops of hair¬ 

like fibers, woven or plaited, and structured to 

form impressive, natural looking crowns. Brass 

chains, crystals, gold, pearls or flowers are used 

to embellish each headpiece. The resulting look 

is almost mystical, like something from a fairy¬ 

tale, Alongside her unique headware, chokers, 

harnesses and fascinators she also handpicks 

premade items to compliment her own range. 

However, her own handcrafted pieces stand out 

because of three basic principles: Their original 

design, quality and cost, “I create unique items. 

There are a lot of different craftsmanship areas 

that 1 let myself into, 1 always use high quality 

parts in my work. For example, I prefer Swrarovs- 

ki beads over plastic ones, obviously. The metal 

ornaments and fastenings that I use are tested to 

be safe to wear. This requires special care because 

a lot of the metal jewelry nowadays has no de¬ 

cent origin. On top of all that, from small simple 

items to large luxurious ones, I deem myself to 

be very affordable.” You can own a handmade 

choker (with preserved scorpion embellishment) 

for less than €20, around $27. 

Lai la often uses parts sourced from animals in 

her accessories, sourced responsibly of course, 

but she also will only use parts that have, in her 

words, a good energy\ “I do not like to work 

with bones nor feathers that are from an animal 

that was killed for the purpose of taxidermy or 

hunting for sport, It just feels wrong (and T be¬ 

lieve in karma). Just knowing the item is from 

a good source is actually a tribute to that life, 

instead of working with a murder trophy” 

uFrom my point of view, bones are natures 

own sculptures, They have a lovely color and 

shape. If you think about it, human remains 

are buried and mourned for, or end up in pret¬ 

ty urns, but animals are often forgotten and 

thrown away Through taxidermy jewelry l can 

keep them alive in some way I love nature, so I 

do not restrict myself to just using bones, l also 

use rose petals. These I put into settings. Other 

crowHj, (...) are 
foops of &air~ 

£iLe fibers, wo~ 
Ke/i or piaifed, 

andJitvtfured to 
fora* ia*press*Ve, 
natural£ookim 
troWns. Brass 

c&aSnS, crystals, 

tjtfdd, peads or 
flowers are used 

wV t. li %r.\ 
** Wjh 
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pieces of natures art that 1 use are gemstones and 

meteorite fragments. This year I made a com¬ 

plete outfit entitled 'Ode to the Sea'. It is made 

up of a neckpiece, arm chains, head piece and a 

dress. The items all carry small shells, starfish¬ 

es, pearls and more, I reckon nature has a lot of 

beauty to offer.” It is clear that it is not only the 

finished result, hut each element that goes into 

making it that is fundamental to Lai la’s design 

process. 

She wras also lucky or prudent enough, to ob¬ 

tain a piece of wood from the sunken wreck of 

the Titanic. The tragically famous cruise ship 

sunk over a hundred years ago, on her maiden 

voyage, but Lai la was able to purchase salvaged 

wood for use in her jewelry. As a result of which 

she wras commissioned to create some more 

pieces to accompany Titanic exhibitions inter¬ 

nationally. 'The National Geographic Channel 

presented a Titanic artifact exhibition in the 

Netherlands and I was asked to make jewelry 

for the museum shop, which I did, including 

pendants, earrings and hats. As that exhibition 

was drawing to a close I was contacted by the 

Belgium exhibition, who wanted to stock my 

items in their museum shop too. The pieces 

were originally only available from the respective 

exhibition shops, but selected pieces can now 

be purchased through the Elegant Curiosities 

website. Each piece of this 'Relic Jewelry' comes 

wrEth its own certificate of authenticity to prove 

its provenance. At last check there was still some 

of the salvaged wood for sale, at the bargain price 

of $600 a gram! 

The almost gothic tragedy surrounding the Ti¬ 

tanic's voyage draws Lai la's interest to the style of 

the time and to the Edwardian period of fashion 

in general. It is clear from her designs that it is 

not just this era alone that inspires her, but any 

period that has a decadent mystery or magic sur¬ 

rounding it, “I love the Art Nouveau period and 

the Czech painter Alphonse Mucha is a great in¬ 

spiration, but also the antique Russian styles, the 

gypsy style or the Tudor period. Those, as well as 

many other cultures, like the native Americans," 

As Lai la herself proves, it is possible to take 

almost any historical age and find the gothic 

within it, to find inspiration within tragedy and 

beauty within death. 

WWW.ELEGANTCURIOSITIES.COM 
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- AN INTERVIEW WITH TWO FANGSMITHS - The myth and lore of the vampire is as old as humanity itself 

with countless incarnations existing in every culture around 

the world. From an ancient symbol of societal upheaval to the 

modern representation of the ultimate embodiment of ele¬ 

gance, strength, and sexual prowess, the vampire has continued to enchant 

as throughout the centuries. While not exclusive to the vampire, fangs are 

most definitely one of the creatures most distinguishing ancLalluring fea¬ 

tures, Today many people from wide cross-section of society have begun 

to incorporate custom fangs into their everyday appearance. For some it is 

merely an accessory to don for their evening escapades while for others j is 

a symbol of their true nature and a deeper identification with the vampire 

or lycan societies on both a physical and phileo-spiritual level 

Over die past twenty years a new profession has emerged from this desire 

and demand called Fangsmithing* Utilizing dental-grade acrylic, the same 

used in any dentists office for the creation of caps and partials, Fangsmiths 

can create custom-fitted sets of removable fangs which are tailored to the 

individuals style and needs. While most fang sets are created in person¬ 

al in-person appointments which take between twenty-five and forty-five 

minutes, sets can also be sculpted from the impressions from dental molds 

via mail-order. Recently \ had the pleasure of speaking with two such 

Fangsmiths, Maven Lore of the Rad Tilings Nation and Jacob Ohse of GABRIELLE 
Midnight Custom Fangs, to gain a better insight into the experiences and 

perspectives of this specialized craft and subculture. 

WHEN ONE THINKS OF VAMPIRES IMAGES OF THE sen¬ 

sual magical city of New Orleans Is not far behind. Mas¬ 

ter Fang smith, DJ and Founder of the Bad Things Nation, 

Maven Lore is an essential character in the history of the 

vampire culture. From coining the very term "Fangsmi- 

th'7 to his current strides to elevate the society to new 

creative heights, the mark he has left is one that conti¬ 

nues to mold the modern perception of custom tangs. 

“I used to work as a graphic designer for a company 

that created fangs almost exclusively in New York City," 

Lore said in regards to his beginnings in the industry. 

M0ne week I was asked to do a promotional brochure, 

but was sick of using the term ‘fang maker' to descri¬ 

be the craft. From watching other ‘fang makers' work I 

always got a sense of an ancient trade, like a blacksmi¬ 

th. At that point I coined the term 'Fangsmith1, though I 

would not become one until almost six months later." 

He continued, 'In April 1998, I was part of a small 

group of friends who all went to the vampire clubs in 

New York City. As I was the only one who had fangs, this 

proved to be a problem in their eyes. They convinced me 

that since i was already an artist that i should take up 

fangsmithing in order to accommodate the whole crew." 

Soon after, Lore found himself setting up shop at an event in New Orleans, a town 

which would become his permanent home and set the landscape for the next chapter 

of his life. Throughout his time as a Fangsmith Lore has come to a deep understan¬ 

ding of his clients and the desires which cause them to seek out his services, 

“I believe there is a sensuality and mysticism behind fangs that connects us to 

something deeper and more primal than our everyday lives allow us,17 Lore noted. 

"They allow us to discard the status quo of our mundane lives and be seen as a higher 

being, a more attractive entity, and something to be reckoned with. Some use fangs 

to overcome feelings of helplessness and past victimization. Others see it as just 

being sexy. There are even some who use fangs as religious expression. Everyone is 

different; everyone has their reasons, and in the end are unified by their diversities." 

For each Fangsmith, the approach to their craft is different in both technique and 

style. For Maven Lore he has found his client base to be primarily female and, thus, 

he has become known for a sleeker, sexier and more feminine aesthetic in his fangs. 

However, he assures the world that there is no style that is out of the question, no 
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MAVEN LORE 

MASTER FANGSMITH 

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA 

matter how "big and scary" you prefer them. In addition 

to his versatility, he claims it is his sense of humor that 

brings his clients through the door time and time again. 

"I get a lot of clients because I actually have a sense 

of humor," he said. "I find that if you can't laugh at life 

in genera!, nothing is worth obtaining. Most Fangsmiths 

1 know seem to take themselves too seriously and think 

that their craft places them above the common man, i 

can't do that. 3 don't want to be on a pedestal." 

Lore went on to say, "My clients come from every walk 

of life. After the movie Blade came out in 1998, it dis¬ 

pelled the myth that fangs were only a Goth thing. Con¬ 

sequently, I received a huge influx of clients that came 

from the rave scene, corporate America, cops, firemen, 

middle class America, performers, actors/actresses, and 

all around everyday people, have had actors/actresses 

get fangs from me because they preferred my style to 

that of the SFX guy working on the movie they are acting 
IP 

in. 

Fangs often carry with them a healing property on a 

physical and emotional level, according to Lore. "Some 

clients even come to me because they feel that they are 

missing them and should have been born with fangs. 

Others, to replace fangs that dentists, against their wii and permission, have ground 

down I actually feel for those clients the most=“they always come in with such a fee¬ 

ling of loss that's almost heartbreaking. It's always a good feeling to see them smiling 

when they walk away, and that is what 1 look forward to at the end of the workday," 

Since the purchase of his own personal first set of fangs in 1996 to his rise to status 

of a Master Fangsmith, fangs have played an important role in Maven Lore's life and 

self-discovery. 

"Through my travels, my clients, my new friends and my crew I discovered so much 

about myself/' he said. “Fangsmithing ted my wife to me, my children, a new sense 

of direction, and adventures to last a lifetime. In conclusion, the only thing i can say 

to sum this up is that because of being a fangsmith, I won't ever have to ask any 

question beginning with the phrase, 'What if...?”' 

FACES OOKMVENLORE BADTHINGSNATIQN.COM TWITTER/WEDOBADTHINGS 
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Dog & Hoop 

Explore your animal instincts. 

DogsndHoopxom 

» WHILE NOT EXCLUSIVE TO THE VAMPIRE, 
FANGS ARE MOST DEFINITELY ONE OF 
THE CREATURE’S MOST DISTINGUISHING 
AND ALLURING FEATURES. TODAY MANY 

PEOPLE FROM WIDE CROSS-SECTION OF SOCI¬ 
ETY HAVE BEGUN TO INCORPORATE CUSTOM 
FANGS INTO THEIR EVERYDAY APPEARANCE. (...) 
OVER THE PAST TWENTY YEARS A NEW PROFES¬ 
SION HAS EMERGED FROM THIS DESIRE AND 
DEMAND CALLED FANGSMITHING, UTILIZING 
DENTAL-GRADE ACRYLIC, THE SAME USED IN 
ANY DENTIST’S OFFICE FOR THE CREATION OF 
CAPS AND PARTIALS, FANGSMITHS CAN CREATE 
CUSTOM-FITTED SETS OF REMOVABLE FANGS 
WHICH ARE TAILORED TO THE INDIVIDUAL’S 
STYLE AND NEEDS." 

rvv 
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FOR MICHIGAN-BASED FANGSMITH 

Jacob Ohse, bis love affair with special 

effects makeup and Esoteric Studies 

carved the way for his current profes¬ 

sion in the vampire community. Unlike 

Maven Lore, Ohse found his path one 

that was far more self-taught due to 

the often secretive nature of the craft. 

"I first started in Special Effects back 

in 2006 working at a local haunted 

house called The Haunt in Walker Ml 

making latex and foam pieces/ he 

said. "I had always wanted a set of 

fangs. Later, I became more involved 

in the OVC (Online Vampire Commu¬ 

nity). I eventually ended up buying my 

own supplies roughly over three years 

ago. i practiced almost every day for 

the next year, trying to hone my skills 

the best 1 could. I found that asking 

for help was difficult at first. Very few 

other Fangsmiths were apt to give 

even the slightest advice. Then I found 

Dnash, and it all changed." 

Much as with Lore’s experience, Ohse:s clientele has run the gamut from the fringe of society to 

the mainstream. "It's actually all across the board really, anywhere from retail associates, social 

workers, students, nurses, retirees, LARP-ers, Haunters, models, tattoo artists, bikers, vam pyres, 

werewolves, and the like," he commented. "It's really interesting to see as the crowd seems to get 

further and further out there every year, tapping into not only blue collar and black collar folk, but 

expanding more and more into the while collar realm too." 

JACOB OHSE - FANGSMITH 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

FACEBOOK.COM/JAKE.OHSE — FACEB00K.COM/M1DNIGHTCUST0MFANGS 

From Nosferatu to True Blood to Alexander McQueen runway shows, the 

vampires influence on our subconscious and our style is now deeply ingrained- 

Fangs in fashion will no doubt continue in its popularity for many years to 

come as such sensual and powerful accessories spread to the mainstream from 

the edges of the vampire subculture. After all, beauty with bite is one that holds 

an immortal mass appeal. 
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AFTER MORE THAN 27 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS. MY LIFE WITH THE THRILL KILL KULT HAVE MORE THAN ESTABLISHED THEMSELVES 
AS A HUGE INFLUENCE WITHIN THE INDUSTRIAL AND DARK MUSIC SCENES. WE CAUGHT UP WITH FOUNDERS BUll MCCOY AND 
GROO VIE MANN TOWARDS THE END OF THEIR LA TEST TOUR TO CHA T ABOUT THE BAND'S HISTORY. THEIR LA TEST ALBUM (DESCRIBED 
BY BUZZ AS “SEXY BUT SPOOKY"), AND HOW THEY SEE THEIR PLACE IN THE CURRENT SCENE. - BY KIRSTY EVANS - 

Spooky Tricks has a distinctly disco feci to 

it on some songs* whereas others are more 

techno, and there’s even a bit of classic funk 

in there* What have you been listening to 

lately and why did you decide to go in the 

direction you did with this album? 

Groovici We really have no direction, our 

ideas/influences sort of flow in and gel into 

songs that have certain characteristics of funky 

party music. 

Buzz: 1 like some of the old stuff that 1 grew 

up with still — David Bowie, Alice Cooper, 

TRex, The glam rock era, 1 like that sort of 

sound. 

Do you still keep tabs on the musical scene 

that you helped launch? I know you were 

very much involved in the dark music scene 

for a long time, hut I get the impression that 

maybe thads not so much the case recently* 

Groovie: Not really. We had a darkish fla¬ 

vor on some of our early tracks, “Haunting 

Loops," “Wooo-ooooh oooohs,” etc, but each 

song still had its own story and style early on, 

as our latest LP does, 

How important is humor and satire to you 

in terms of what you do as a band? IVe got¬ 

ten the impression from some things you 

guys have said over the past few years that 

the relative humorlessness of the current al¬ 

ternative scene might have something to do 

with your disengagement from it* Do you 

feel like a lot of people are maybe taking 

themselves a bit too seriously? 

Groovie: Enough of them are, they re in¬ 

secure, Starting out being young you can be 

protective but how good is your show man!? 

Your band?, It should be an enjoyable fun ex¬ 

perience, not some stuffy posed performance. 

Have a laugh, skat with your missing lyrics - 

this is the live experience and its beautiful 

Buzz: I like that tongue-in-cheek humor. 

We’ve played with a lot of different characters 

and I look at them as characters, like Santa 

and Mickey Mouse and Jesus, They’re all very 

strong icons and idols but when you strip their 

power from them theyVe just idols* You give 

them power to exist by believing in them but if 

you don’t then they don’t do anything* 

There was a period in the 80s where there 

was an active pushback against that kind of 

thing, with the PRMC and organizations 

like that* When you play shows now do 

you still get those kinds of outraged people 

showing up? 
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(ti maliceclothing 

PHOTOGRAPHER CHARI5 TALBOT 
MODEL BELLE UK, MUA KITTY KERRY 

BEm DESIGN I_ l J CZISTUOIO 

www.peacock-blue.com 

your source for outrageous 
ornamental accessories! 

fantasy * burlesque»retro * whimsy 

mention this ad for a FREE gift 
with your purchase 

Buzz; In the early days a few people showed up, religious people, like someone said we had 

rabbits onstage for 'lDeviI Bunnies” once, which was a lie, and the animal rights people showed 

up. We were like, what are you talking about? 

What did they think you were doing to the rabbits? 

Buzz; I don't know, someone made up some lie. We would never do that* Also we used to 

have someone dressed up like Jesus on stage, and this girl dressed up like Mary would give 

him a blowjob on the cross and people would freak. It wasn't that graphic, but that got some 

attention from religious people and they came to one of the shows, and they were freaking out, 

like 'what are you guys doing that onstage for?'’ They thought she was really doing it but it was 

really just a costume with a dildo sewn on it. It was so funny! And then the police showed up 

but they never charged us or anything* That was pretty wild. 

In terms of writing, how does that process breakdown between yourself and Buzz? Who 

does what? What about the Bomb Gang Girls - are they Involved in that part of the pro¬ 

cess? 

Groovie; Buzz usually has tracks we try out and work with* I help with ideas on the music as 

we share in lyrics* We both sort of put the pieces together on each track as it turns into a song. 

We write the songs for the girls and whoever is interested in the session (who can find a sitter)!! 

But yes, that's what we do. Buzz and I* 

YouVe been around for over 25 years now. What keeps you going? What part of the pro¬ 

cess do you get the most enjoyment out of (writing, recording, live shows, etc)? 

Groovie; Ids fun writing and its exciting* Ids a different feeling and ids great when tracks 

start coming together but the live shows are the payoff, naturally. Ids the reward of your work 

to perform it live* So wild! 

In terms of your live shows, how do you keep things interesting both for yourselves and 

for the audience? I know youVe brought various collaborators onstage with you in the 

past* 

Groovie; We work with different DJs, remixes, etc* We have been working with DJ Toxic 

Rainbow, who opened for us last tour and ran our live sound. 

Out of all the bands youVe toured with over the years, who did you have the most fun 

touring with? 

Groovie; I guess Siouxsie & the Banshees and Left Spine Down. F.MF was cool and even 

KMFDM wras for a seel Hahal Lords of Acid was insane! 

Is there anything left that youVe never had a chance to do as a band that you’d still like 

to try? In terms of collaborators, is there anyone you'd really like to work with who youVe 

never had the chance to? 

Groovie; 1 guess a late night talk show would be fun? A tour in Japan and Australia? To work 

with someone cool maybe? Ah I guess David Bowie could be weird, or Alice Cooper? George 

Clinton? Fagles of Death Metal? 

YouVe contributed to movie soundtracks in the past. Is there anything more like that in 

the pipeline for you? 

Groovie; Nothing comes to mind at the moment* I’m a bit numbified from touring* Recently 

there’s been talk of a musical again, and doing another cabaret show or a hell/lounge show 

Th rill Kill Klub Show and inner Klub review* 

Now that youVe finally wrapped up your tour, what’s next on the agenda for you? 

Groovie; Revolution revelation regeneration! Work on the fall show ideas - wrhat new songs, 

what lineup, Maybe start a new Darling Kandie album and a Katastrophe Klown album. Or 

get back to painting and writing and traveling, and T want to move somewhere new! 

MYLIFEWITHTHETHR1LLKILLKULT.COM 
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